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Abstract

The blast furnace process is the dominant ironmaking route in the steel industry because
of its high efficiency and productivity. Coke is a key material that performs several
important roles in the blast furnace operation. Gasification is regarded as one of the
most important reactions leading to coke degradation in the blast furnace. There is an
increasing trend to reduce the consumption of expensive coke by injecting cheaper
auxiliary fuels through the tuyeres. At high injection rates, coke quality becomes more
pertinent. Coke reactivity towards gasification, a critical parameter in characterizing
coke quality, is directly affected by coke properties. On the other hand, as a result of the
higher pulverized coal injection rate, the H2 content in modern blast furnaces is
significantly higher than before. The aims of this project were to determine the
influence of H2 on the reaction kinetics of coke gasification, correlate the reactivity of
coke gasification with coke properties, and reveal the influence of gasification on coke
microtexture and minerals.
The reaction kinetics of the gasification of a metallurgical coke was investigated using a
thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) in the temperature range of 1173-1873 K, particle
size of 200-2000 μm, and CO2 content of 5-20 vol% in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2
gas mixtures. The temperatures and gas compositions were selected to simulate the
range found in the lower regions of the blast furnace. The results show that the
gasification rate in the presence of H2 was higher than that without H2 at lower
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temperatures. However, the enhancing effect of H2 diminished with temperature
increase. Two temperature zones corresponding to chemical reaction controlled regime
and diffusion controlled regime were identified. The reaction transitioned from chemical
reaction control to diffusion control at 1467 K for gasification without H2 in comparison
to 1364 K with H2. It indicates that diffusion became the controlling step at a lower
temperature in the H2-containing gas mixture due to the generation of H2O through
water-gas shift reaction. Along with increasing gasification rate with temperature, the
gasification became controlled by the diffusion of CO2, which was further demonstrated
by the gasification rate that decreased with increasing particle size and the reaction
order that approached 1 with temperature increase.
The gasification reactions of five metallurgical cokes were studied using a TGA at 1273
and 1673 K in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixtures. The results show that
these cokes showed different reactivities in the gasification reactions. For all the cokes,
the reaction rate in the presence of H2 was higher than that without H2 at 1273 K.
However, the relative reactivity of these cokes was not changed. The enhancing effect
of H2 was negligible at 1673 K for all the cokes, which is due to the diffusion resistance
that plays a major role at higher temperatures. Properties that potentially influence coke
reactivity including ash content, catalytic index, surface area and crystallite size were
measured and correlated with reactivity. The results indicate that reactivity had a good
correlation with ash content, catalytic index and crystallite size. The effect of surface
area on coke reactivity was marginal. Coke reactivity was positively affected by
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catalytic index but inversely affected by ash content. Although crystallite size inversely
affected reactivity, the reaction rate at the initial stage was more predominantly
influenced by the mineral matter. Therefore, the influence of surface area and crystallite
size was overshadowed by the impact of ash content and catalytic index at the initial
stage of reaction.
The microtexture, minerals and their interactions of a metallurgical coke during
gasification reactions were investigated using scanning electron microscopy/energy
dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) by analyzing exactly the same sites of coke surface
before and after reactions. The results indicate that most inert maceral-derived
component (IMDC) had a greater propensity to react with CO2 than reactive maceralderived component (RMDC). A portion of the carbon in mineral-carrying IMDC was
removed as a result of the reaction with CO2 leaving minerals, primarily aluminosilicates, more pronounced. However, the reactivity of IMDC was found to be similar to
RMDC in some cases. The physical features of the alumino-silicates in the coke were
barely altered but bound with alkalis during the reaction. The Fe-containing phases were
highly active and had strong interactions with the surrounding carbon matrix. Voids
were formed in the carbon matrix associated with the Fe-containing phases as a result of
the catalytic carbon-gas reactions. The Mg and Ca-containing phases reacted with the
surrounding alumino-silicates and transformed into slag globules. Metallic iron
dispersed in the voids or attached on the slag globules was formed as a result of the
reduction of iron sulphate or sulphide while sulphur was released as vapour.
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1 General Introduction

Iron is the most commonly used metal in the world. Steel, of which iron is the key
ingredient, accounts for nearly 95% of the usage of all metals. As shown in Figure 1.1,
in 2015, the world steel industry produced over 1.6 billion tonnes of crude steel, and the
world pig iron production was over 1.1 billion tonnes, which had grown by about 41%
in the past decade, representing the huge global demand for iron [1].

Figure 1.1 World crude steel production [1].
While low-temperature and high-oxygen furnaces are being investigated as the next
generation of ironmaking facilities, ironmaking is still dominated by the blast furnace
process. Coke is an important raw material in blast furnace ironmaking, which has four
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major roles as: (1) a fuel that provides heat for the endothermic reactions and the
melting of slag and metal, (2) a reducing agent that produces gases for the reduction of
iron oxides, (3) a permeable support through the burden column, and (4) a source of
carbon for carburization. To reduce the consumption of expensive coke, some cheaper
auxiliary fuels such as pulverized coal, natural gas and oil are injected through the
tuyeres to replace a portion of coke [2-4]. Due to the relatively low price and abundant
reserve of coal in comparison with other fossil fuels, nearly half of blast furnaces in the
world use pulverized coal injection [5]. Coke is subjected to significant thermal and
mechanical stresses as well as chemical reactions with gases (CO2, CO, H2 and H2O) in
the blast furnace. At low coke rate operations, coke quality becomes more pertinent as
less coke is available to perform its roles.
Because of the higher pulverized coal injection rate, the H2 content in modern blast
furnaces is significantly higher than before. H2 not only contributes to the indirect
reduction of iron oxides, but also leads to a significant increase in H2O in the blast
furnace gases [6]. The reaction of coke with H2O was shown to be much faster than that
with CO2 by many researchers, thus accelerating the reaction rate and affecting its
strength [6-9]. Additionally, the reaction with H2O was found to be primarily confined
to the surface of coke lumps, while the reaction with CO2 penetrated to a greater depth
[10].
Major reactions relevant to coke in the blast furnace include gasification, graphitization
and carburization, etc. Among all the reactions, gasification has drawn the most
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attention due to its significant impact on coke degradation and fines generation in the
blast furnace [11]. Coke gasification, also known as the Boudouard reaction or the
solution loss reaction, represents the endothermic reaction of coke carbon with CO2 [12]:

CO2( g )  C( s )  2CO( g )

(1.1)

A better understanding of coke gasification and its impact on coke degradation is of
great importance for the success of modern blast furnace operations. Moreover, kinetic
analysis is crucial to understanding the behaviour and mechanism of the gasification
reaction. The reaction kinetics of coke gasification was found to be affected by
temperature, pressure, gas composition, and coke properties [6]. Numerous studies have
been carried out regarding the effects of gasification on coke strength, pore structure,
optical texture as well as fines generation [13-16]. However, previous studies on coke
gasification were mainly focused on pure CO2 and H2O atmospheres [6,12,17,18]. The
gasification reaction of metallurgical coke in the presence of H2 has not received wide
coverage in the literature, and the role of H2 in the gasification process is poorly
understood.
Reactivity towards gasification reaction is one of the most important parameters used to
evaluate the performance of coke in the blast furnace. The reactivity of coke is
controlled by the coal properties and the coking conditions, but is most directly
determined by the coke properties. Therefore, a better understanding of the coke
properties affecting its reactivity is necessary. Different models have been developed to
predict coke reactivity [19-22]. Most of these prediction models are based on coal
3

properties such as vitrinite reflectance, inertinite content and alkali index. Correlation
models of coke reactivity based on coke properties are rarely seen in the literature.
Due to the strong impact of the carbon-based components (microtexture) on coke
strength and reactivity, the degradation of coke in the blast furnace is highly related to
the modification of its microtexture caused by gasification and exposure to high
temperatures [23]. Thus, a great interest has been paid to the microtexture of coke by
many researchers who have developed their own terminology and classification
schemes in their studies [24,25]. Generally, coke microtexture can be divided into two
components, i.e., the inert maceral-derived component (IMDC) and the reactive
maceral-derived component (RMDC). IMDC is formed from infusible macerals and
RMDC is from fusible macerals during carbonization. IMDC and RMDC have been
found to behave differently in terms of strength, reactivity, and graphitization [26].
IMDC is often regarded to be more reactive than RMDC in many references [27,28].
However, RMDC was found to react more easily with CO2 than IMDC in the blast
furnace due to the catalytic effect of alkalis in a recent study [29].
Due to the close relationship between coke carbon and mineral matter, coke minerals
could affect the strength and reactivity of coke in many ways such as the formation of
cracks and weak spots in the coke matrix and the catalyzing reactions by catalytic
mineral phases [30-34]. Additionally, the blast furnace environment such as high
temperatures and recirculating alkalis could also affect coke gasification and thus its
degradation. Therefore, it is crucial to gain a better understanding of the coke minerals
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and their interactions with coke carbon matrix under blast furnace conditions. Current
understandings of the mineral matter in coke are largely based on the oxide analysis of
coke ash, which have not taken into account the fact that coke minerals are present in
various sizes, distributions, and associations with carbon matrix [35]. The X-ray
diffraction (XRD) can only identify crystalline phases. However, more than 60% of the
inorganic matter of the original cokes is present in glassy or amorphous phases [11].
Microscopic approaches have also been applied to the investigations of coke
microtexture and minerals [11,35-37]. However, previous microscopic analyses on the
changes in coke microtexture and minerals were mainly conducted by observing
different areas of different samples before and after reactions, which are difficult to
interpret due to the heterogeneous nature of cokes.
The PhD thesis is composed of 7 chapters. Chapter 1 gives a general introduction of the
thesis. The literature review in Chapter 2 consists of an overview of blast furnace
ironmaking and the blast furnace structure, the roles of metallurgical coke and its
degradation in the blast furnace, coke characterization, coke gasification and the factors
affecting the gasification rate, as well as the objectives of the research project based on
the literature review. Chapter 3 describes the experimental details, including the raw
materials and the pre-treatments for different studies, two experimental setups and
procedures for the gasification of cokes in the forms of particles and cylindrical pellets,
sample characterization, and data analysis methods. Chapter 4-6 presents the main
contribution to the thesis.

5

Chapter 4 studied the gasification of a metallurgical coke using a thermogravimetric
analyzer (TGA) in the temperature range of 1173-1873 K, particle size of 200-2000 μm,
and CO2 content of 5-20 vol% in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2 reactant gas mixtures.
The influence of H2 on the reaction kinetics of coke gasification has been determined.
Besides, the role of H2 in coke gasification process has been discussed and the
mechanism of H2 affecting the reaction rate has been clarified.
Chapter 5 investigated the gasification of five different cokes at 1273 and 1673 K in
CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures with and without H2 using a TGA. Coke properties that
potentially influence coke reactivity including ash content, catalytic index, surface area
and crystallite size were measured and correlated with reactivity. The effects of these
coke properties on reactivity have been assessed. Moreover, correlations of coke
reactivity with these coke properties have been established.
In Chapter 6, the carbon textures (microtexture) and minerals of coke were examined
using scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) by
analyzing exactly the same sites of coke surface before and after reactions. The
influence of gasification on coke microtexture (IMDC and RMDC) and the
transformations of coke minerals were determined. Besides, the interactions between
coke minerals and carbon matrix during the reaction were also discussed.
Finally, the main conclusions and recommendations for further work are summarized in
Chapter 7.

6

The outcomes of the project provided significant evidence and guidelines for improving
coke quality, enhancing blast furnace efficiency and reducing ironmaking cost, thus
contributing to the sustainable development of both coal and steel industries.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Blast furnace

2.1.1 Overview of blast furnace ironmaking

While low-temperature and high-oxygen furnaces are being developed as the next
generation of ironmaking facilities, the blast furnace process is still the dominant route
for iron production, not only for the high productivity but also due to the high efficiency
of heat utilization. A large modern blast furnace is capable of producing 3-4 million
tonnes of hot metal per year [38]. Blast furnace is a counter-current flow heat exchanger
and reactor, which makes the overall process extremely efficient with a remarkable heat
utilization extent of 85-90% [39]. The efficiency of the blast furnace is generally
expressed as the gas utilization, which is the percentage of CO that is transformed to
CO2, as expressed in the following equation [38]:

CO 

CO2
100%
(CO+CO2 )

(2.1)

Raw materials used in the blast furnace mainly consist of iron ores, fuels, and fluxes.
Iron ores are the source of iron which is mainly present as oxides (hematite and
magnetite). The ores are used either directly as raw ores or mostly as sinters or pellets
nowadays. Metallurgical coke is the main source of heat and reducing gas for ores
smelting and reduction. The fluxes with the principle components of CaO and MgO are
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charged in pre-fluxed sinters or as limestone and dolomite to flux the silica and alumina
impurities of ores and coke to produce a fluid slag with a low melting point (~1600 K).
In the blast furnace, iron ores are reduced and transformed into hot metal, and the
gangue of the ore burden and the ash of the coke and coal form slag. Hot metal and
liquid slag do not mix because of their density difference, so the pig iron can be
separated from the slag and tapped from the furnace. The heat is supplied by the
combustion of coke and auxiliary fuels with hot blast blown into the furnace via the
tuyeres. Heat is transferred from the gas to the burden and oxygen from the burden to
the gas during gas ascends while burden and coke descend through the furnace [40-42].

2.1.2 Blast furnace structure

A blast furnace has a typical conical shape, which can be divided into five major zones
according to the states and reactions of ore burden and coke. As shown in Figure 2.1,
the zones from the top down are: stack zone, cohesive zone, dripping zone, raceway
zone, and hearth zone.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the blast furnace structure [38].
The stack zone is filled with alternating layers of coke and ore burden. The reduction
starts at about 500 oC [43]. The first step is the reduction of haematite to magnetite by
CO (Reaction 2.2). Then the magnetite is further reduced to wustite in the temperature
range from 600 to 900 oC (Reaction 2.3). From 900 to 1100 oC, wustite is reduced to
iron (Reaction 2.4). However, the reduction of wustite to iron is limited in this zone due
to the limitation of CO in the rising gas and thermodynamics. These reactions are called
indirect reduction and the overall reaction is mildly exothermic. Indirect reduction
generates energy which raises the temperature of the burden [44,45]. The heat generated
from the reduction of wustite is slight, which compensates the heat loss of the furnace
wall, forming an isothermal zone or thermal reserve zone. Besides CO, H2 also
contributes to the indirect reduction, especially when temperature is above 900 oC
(Reaction 2.5). H2 is more reactive than CO and enhances the reaction kinetics by the
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water-gas shift reaction (Reaction 2.6).
3Fe2O3 + CO → 2Fe3O4 + CO2

(2.2)

Fe3O4 + CO → 3FeO + CO2

(2.3)

FeO + CO → Fe + CO2

(2.4)

FeO + H2 → Fe + H2O

(2.5)

H2O + CO → CO2 + H2

(2.6)

As shown in Figure 2.2, the top gas consists of 10-20% CO2, 20-30% CO, a small
amount of H2 and moisture, and the rest being N2 [39]. Usually the top gas temperature
is maintained above 100 °C to avoid water condensation.
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Figure 2.2 Scheme of temperature distribution and chemical reactions along the height
of a blast furnace [39].
In the cohesive zone, the burden starts to soften and stick together, becoming nearly
impermeable for gas. Thus, most of the gas can only pass through the coke slits. The
temperature range in this zone is from 1100 to 1400 oC. As the temperature is above
1000 oC, CO2 produced by the reduction of the remaining wustite is thermodynamically
unstable and reacts with carbon of the coke to produce extra CO (Reaction 2.7).
Reaction 2.7, known as gasification reaction, Boudouard reaction or solution loss
reaction, is highly endothermic. The overall reaction is called direct reduction (Reaction
12

2.8) which is endothermic in contrast to indirect reaction [46,47]. The blast furnace is
able to work efficiently by combining the direct and the indirect reductions. About a
third of the oxygen in the burden is removed by the direct reduction, and the other twothirds are removed by the indirect reduction [38]. In addition, H2O formed in the
furnace also reacts with carbon of the coke to produce H2 and CO (Reaction 2.9). The
reaction of coke with H2O is much faster than that with CO2 [6-9].
CO2 + C → 2CO

(2.7)

FeO + C → Fe + CO

(2.8)

H2O + C → H2 + CO

(2.9)

In the dripping zone, the burden melts and drips downward. Since coke is the only solid
phase in this zone, it plays a vital role in providing permeability for both ascending gas
and descending liquids. Direct reduction continues in the dripping zone when the slag
phase is in contact with coke. The temperature in this zone is from 1400 to 1500 oC.
In the raceway zone, hot blast is blown into the furnace through tuyeres. A huge amount
of heat is generated in the raceway from the combustion of coke and other auxiliary
fuels injected into the furnace along with the blast [48]. The heat leads to a high
raceway adiabatic flame temperature (RAFT) in the range from 2000 to 2400 oC. In
addition, the oxygen in the blast gasifies the carbon of coke to generate the reducing gas
of CO. Heat generated in the raceway zone is used to melt the burden and CO is used to
drive the reduction reactions in the blast furnace.
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The hearth zone is where the hot metal and slag are collected. The hot metal and slag
can be tapped out separately via the tapholes because of their density difference in
liquid state. Meanwhile, the hot metal is carburized by coke, which causes further
consumption of coke [49]. The temperature of the hot metal when it is tapped out is
about 1500 oC.
There is a closely-packed central coke column called deadman or stagnant coke zone in
the hearth as shown in Figure 2.3. The coke column can float on the liquid iron in the
hearth or reach the hearth floor. Some slag and iron are entrapped in the interstices of
the coke and drained out during tapping. The raceway coke separates from the deadman
coke by a bird’s nest zone in which the proportions of fine coke and slag rapidly
increase. The permeability of the deadman zone is critical to the efficiency and
productivity of a blast furnace.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic view of the tuyere region of a quenched blast furnace [50].

2.2 Metallurgical coke

2.2.1 Roles of coke in blast furnace

Coke is a porous carbonaceous material made from carbonization of coals by heating to
around 1100 oC in the absence of oxygen. The structure of coke is generally described
as pores with a wide range of size as well as various carbon-based components or
textures comprising the pore walls. In the blast furnace process, coke is charged into the
furnace together with iron-bearing ore burden and fluxes from the top of the furnace.
Coke is one of the most important but probably the most expensive raw materials used
in the process. To reduce the consumption of expensive coke, some cheaper auxiliary
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fuels such as pulverized coal, natural gas and oil are injected through the tuyeres to
replace a portion of coke [2-4]. Due to the relatively low price and abundant reserve of
coal in comparison with other fossil fuels, nearly half of blast furnaces in the world use
pulverized coal injection [5]. At high injection rate, coke quality becomes more
pertinent as less coke is available to perform its important roles [4]. The four major
roles of coke in the blast furnace ironmaking process are summarized as follows [51]:
(1) It is a fuel that supplies heat for the thermal requirements of the endothermic
reactions and the melting of slag and metal;
(2) It is as a reducing agent that produces CO gas for the reduction of iron oxides;
(3) It provides a mechanical support to the burden column and the permeability for both
ascending gas and descending liquids;
(4) It is a source of carbon for carburizing the hot metal.

2.2.2 Coke degradation in blast furnace

Coke is subjected to significant degradation in the blast furnace due to thermal, physical
and chemical effects, which is a long-standing issue in blast furnace operations. During
its descent from stack zone through cohesive zone, dripping zone, raceway zone to
hearth zone in the furnace, coke undergoes physical impacts such as mechanical stress
and abrasion, chemical reactions such as gasification, alkali attack, graphitization,
carburization and combustion, and exposure to high temperatures. All these effects
combining together lead to the degradation of coke in the blast furnace. The trend of the
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low coke rate in the modern blast furnace operations results in a reduced thickness of
the coke layer in the stack and cohesive zones as well as an increased residence time of
coke in the lower furnace region. When the coal injection rate doubles from 100 kg/t hot
metal, the residence time of coke in the furnace can increase by over 30% [39]. This
increased residence time renders coke to longer physical, chemical and thermal impacts,
which makes the degradation more severe.
The degradation of coke weakens its strength and boosts the fines generation.
Consequently, the liquid and gaseous permeability deteriorates, thus negatively
affecting the efficiency of the blast furnace operations. Table 2.1 summarizes the
mechanism of coke degradation in different zones of the blast furnace.
Table 2.1 Mechanism of coke degradation in blast furnace.

Zone

Cause

Effect

Stack zone

Mechanical stress,
abrasion

Particle size decreases
slightly
Strength decreases;

Cohesive and dripping
zones

Mechanical stress,
abrasion, gasification,
graphitization, alkali
attacka, ash reactionsb

Particle size decreases;
Permeability deteriorates
Strength decreases sharply;

Raceway zone

Mechanical stress,
abrasion, combustion,
graphitization

Hearth zone

Dissolution

Consumption
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Particle size decreases
sharply;

a: alkali attack causes coke degradation due to the strong impact of alkali vapors on
coke carbon matrix and minerals, the catalytic effect on gasification reaction, and the
formation of intercalation compounds.
b: ash reactions cause coke degradation due to the reactions between coke carbon and
some mineral phases in coke ash.

2.3 Coke characterization

2.3.1 Physical properties
2.3.1.1 Size distribution
The particle size and distribution of the raw materials are the decisive factors for the
permeability in a blast furnace. This is mainly attributed to their close relationship with
voidage. Figure 2.4 shows the variation in the void fractions of raw materials of two
particle size fractions with different size ratios. It can be obviously noted that the
voidage is minimum when the volume fraction of small particles is in the range of 3040%, and increases on either side as the volume fraction of small particles increases or
decreases approaching more uniformity of the size distribution. It can also be seen that
the voidage is markedly larger when the ratio ds/dl is closer to 50%. It indicates that the
best voidage and permeability are achieved when the size distribution of raw materials
is most uniform [39].
Additionally, for a better permeability and a higher iron output, the coke size should be
compatible with the ore size. Figure 2.5 gives an example of the effects of the size
distributions of coke and ore on the iron output. As displayed in the figure, the iron
output increases as the fraction of the coke size of 20-50 mm increases and the size
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distribution of ore becomes narrower. The iron output with the ore size of 9-50 mm is
higher than that with the ore size of 9-75 mm. When the ore size is too broad (9-150
mm) compared to the coke size, the iron output decreases with the increase in the
fraction of the coke size of 20-50 mm [39].

Figure 2.4 Variation in the void fractions of ores, sinters and spheres of two particle
size fractions with different size ratios (Vt is the total volume of the particles; Vs and Vl
are the volumes of the small and large particles with diameters of ds and dl, respectively;
ԑ and ԑm are the void fractions of the uniform sized bed and the mixed bed) [39].
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Figure 2.5 Variation in iron output with different size distributions of coke and ore [39].
The initial coke distribution is a function of the coal blend and the coking conditions.
During carbonization in the coke ovens, fissures in the coke occur due to stresses arising
from different contraction rates in the adjacent coke layers. The fissures determine the
size distribution of the product coke via breakage along the lines in the subsequent
handling process, although not all of the fissures cause breakage at this early stage.
Internal fissures remain in the coke particles and cause further breakage under
mechanical loads during transport and charging. This process is called stabilization.
Stabilization lowers the particle size of the coke, but the resulting particles are less
prone to further breakage.
It is shown by research that harmonic mean size (HMS), the size of uniform balls with
the same total surface as the original coke size mixture, gives the highest correlation
with the resistance to the gas flow [38]. A typical development of coke HMS from the
wharf to the tuyere is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
The proper size distribution of coke can be attained by screening and crushing before
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charging into the blast furnace. However, the coke particles will further degrade due to
physical, chemical and thermal factors during their descent through the furnace. Hence,
the coke strength, i.e., the resistance to breakage and abrasion, is considered important
to prevent an excessive generation of coke fines caused by degradation in the blast
furnace.

Figure 2.6 Development of coke HMS from the wharf to the tuyere [38].

2.3.1.2 Strength
(1) Drum test
Coke mechanical strength is traditionally measured by drum test. Figure 2.7 shows a
schematic of the drum test equipment. The degree of crushing after drum test is taken as
the index of coke strength. According to different test standards, the drum test can be
divided into four methods: MICUM, IRSID, ASTM and JIS. The basic parameters of
these four methods are presented in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.7 Schematic of the drum test equipment [38].
Table 2.2 Basic parameters of four drum tests [52].

Parameters

MICUM

IRSID

ASTM

JIS

Sample size

> 63 mm

> 63 mm

2-3 in

> 50 mm

Sample weight

50 kg

50 kg

22 lb

10 kg

Drum size

1×1 m

1×1 m

36×38 in

1.5×1.5 m

Rotations

100

500

1400

30 or 150

Speed

25 rpm

25 rpm

24 rpm

15 rpm

Sieve size

40 and 20 mm

20 and 10 mm

1.06 and 0.265
in

15 mm

Strength
indices

M40

I20

Stability factor

M10

I10

Hardness factor

MICUM and IRSID, which use the same equipment, are widely employed to assess
coke strength in Europe. 100 rotations at 25 rpm are applied in the MICUM test while
500 rotations at 25 rpm are applied in the IRSID test. After the rotations, the fraction of
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the residue above 40 mm, called M40, and that through 10 mm, called M10, are taken
as the coke strength indices of the MICUM test; the fraction of the residue above 20
mm, called I20, and that through 10 mm, called I10, are taken as the coke strength
indices of the IRSID test.
The tumbler test method standardized by ASTM is used to measure coke strength in the
USA. 1400 rotations at 24 rpm are applied in this test. The fraction of the residue on the
1.06 in sieve, called stability factor, and that on the 0.265 in sieve, called hardness
factor, are taken as the coke strength indices of the ASTM Tumbler test.
JIS test is often used to determine coke strength in Japan and Australia. Two different
rotations, 30 and 150, are applied in the JIS test. The rotating speed used is 15 rpm,
which is much slower than those used in the other three test methods. The indices of the
JIS test are the fraction of the residue on the 15 mm after 30 rotations (
after 150 rotations (

) and that

).

(2) Tensile strength
Coke mechanical strength is also represented by tensile strength using diametric
compression test. Coke sample for the diametric compression test is drilled into
cylindrical cores using a core drill and then cut into cylinders of a fixed thickness. A
compressive load is applied across a diameter of the cylinder until the fracture occurs
along this diameter. The tensile strength, σ, is calculated by the following equation [5358]:

=

2W
 Dt

(2.10)

where W is the applied load, D and t are the diameter and thickness of the cylinder,
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respectively.
Dividing the tensile strength into the matrix strength factor and the porous structure
factor, the effects of coal properties on the coke tensile strength were examined by Sato
et al. [54]. The matrix strength was determined based on the carbon structure estimated
by XRD and the porous structure was evaluated by optical microscopy and image
analysis. Results showed that the coke matrix strength was determined by the coal rank
and tended to be stronger for lower rank coal; the porous structure depended on coking
properties and improved as the maximum fluidity and the swelling number of the coal
increased.
(3) CSR test
Although the tests on coke mechanical strength provide a useful measurement of its
resistance to breakage and abrasion, they are conducted at ambient temperature and
hardly take the blast furnace conditions into account [22].
To overcome this drawback, a test method combining the coke reactivity and postreaction strength was introduced by the Nippon Steel Corporation (NSC) in the 1970s.
The NSC method is described in a report published by the British Carbonization
Research Association (BCRA) [59]. Now it has been adopted as an ASTM standard test
method (ASTM D5341-99) [60]. Two indices, coke reactivity index (CRI) and coke
strength after reaction (CSR), are determined in this method. 200-g coke sample is put
in a reaction vessel which is placed into an electric furnace as shown in Figure 2.8
where gasification takes place in an atmosphere of CO2 gas at 1100 oC for 2 h.
Subsequently, it is subject to 600 revolutions at 20 rpm in an I-type tumbler as shown in
Figure 2.9. The weight loss after reaction determines the CRI, and the weight of the
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sample remaining above the 9.5-mm sieve after sieving the tumbled coke determines the
CSR. Their calculation equations are as follows [60]:

CRI 

A B
100
A

(2.11)

C
100
B

(2.12)

CSR 

where A is the original sample weight before reaction, B is the sample weight after
reaction, C is the sample weight after tumbling and sieving.

Figure 2.8 Reaction apparatus for CSR test [60].
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Figure 2.9 I-type coke tumbler [60].
The two indices determined in the NSC method, CRI and CSR, are found to be highly
correlated. As shown in Figure 2.10, Menendez et al. [19] demonstrated the direct
relationship between CRI and CSR for a series of coke samples made from single coals
of different ranks and from complex coal blends.

Figure 2.10 Relationship between CRI and CSR [19].
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Generally, a low CRI and a high CSR are desirable to prevent coke from excessive
gasification which tends to cause coke degradation and impair its permeability. As
shown in Figure 2.11, CSR is influenced by several factors, such as coal rank, coal
rheology, coal composition, and coking conditions. Among these factors, coal rank is
considered as the dominant one [61]. Nakamura et al. [62] analyzed the operating data
from NSC and suggested that CSR is dependent about 30% on the coking conditions
and 70% on the coal or coal blend. Although coking conditions, such as bulk density,
coking time, pressure, temperature, and heating rate, have been found to influence coal
properties to some extent, the selection of coal or coal blend is the most important factor
that should be considered for making coke of good properties.

Figure 2.11 Main factors influencing CSR index [22].

2.3.2 Chemical properties
Carbon is the dominant chemical constituent in coke and the foundation of the roles that
coke plays in the blast furnace. Besides carbon, impurities exist in coke, affecting its
performance in the blast furnace in many ways. Such impurities include moisture,
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volatile matter, ash (including alkalis), sulphur, phosphorous, etc. The typical
requirements for the chemical properties of blast furnace coke in Europe are
summarized by Leonard et al. [63], as shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 Required range of chemical properties of blast furnace coke [63].

Chemical properties

Required range (wt%)

Moisture

1-6

Volatile matter

< 1.0

Ash

8-12

Alkalis

< 0.3

Sulphur

0.5-0.9

Phosphorous

0.02-0.06

Moisture is a direct result of the quenching step, and the moisture content of coke is
dependent on the way in which coke is quenched after taken out of the coking ovens.
Driving off the moisture demands extra heat which consumes a larger amount of fuel.
High and variable moisture content increases the coke rate and impairs the stability of
blast furnace operations. Hence, the moisture content of coke should be minimized and
constant for the stable operation with lower fuel consumption. It can be kept at a very
low level by strict regulation of the quenching conditions. The moisture content of the
blast furnace coke usually ranges from 1 to 6 wt% [63].
The volatile matter in the coking coal is mostly driven off in the carbonization process.
But even perfectly carbonized coke still contains a small amount of volatile matter
which comes from absorbed gases such as oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapor.
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Excessive volatile matter may give rise to operational problems in the cleaning of blast
furnace gas. The required volatile matter content of blast furnace coke is usually less
than 1 wt% [63].
Coke ash notably affects the performance of the blast furnace by virtue of both its
amount and composition largely because of its direct relationship with the production of
slag. Minerals in the coke ash relate to the reactions with gas, metal and slag [64,65].
Alkalis in the coke ash, especially potassium and sodium, have a detrimental effect on
blast furnace operation since they act as effective catalysts for gasification, thus
dramatically deteriorating coke strength and accelerating coke degradation [66-68]. The
ash content of blast furnace coke usually ranges from 8 to 12 wt% [63]. Values higher
than 10 wt% are acceptable if the chemical composition is appropriate.
Sulphur carried by coke accounts for the majority of the sulphur brought into the blast
furnace by the raw materials. Sulphur-bearing minerals in coke ash are pyrrhotite,
wurtzite, Cu-Fe-S phase, CaS, and BaS [69]. The sulphur content of coke is an
important quality index since it exerts a considerable impact on the quality of slag and
hot metal. In the blast furnace, most of the sulphur is removed by slag, while the rest is
either removed by top gas and flue dust or enters hot metal [39].

2.3.3 Microtexture
As a result of the recognition of the significant influence of the microtexture on coke
strength and reactivity, the two most critical parameters that characterize the coke
quality, a great interest has been paid to coke microtexture by many researchers who
have developed their own terminology and classification schemes in their studies, which
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differ from each other while certain similarities and overlaps exist in many terms they
use. A comparison of the nomenclature and classification methods these researchers
have developed for coke microtexture is presented in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12 The nomenclature and classification methods of coke microtexture [24].
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Among these classification methods, U. S. Steel has given the most comprehensive one
with a detailed description of the appearance and origin of different carbon forms using
a system of coal petrography [70]. As listed in Table 2.4, this classification of carbon
forms consists of two major categories, i.e., binder phase and filler phase. The reactive
entities (vitrinite, exinite, resinite, and reactive semifusinite) in coal soften in the
carbonization process and serve as a binder. The inert entities (inert semifusinite,
fusinite, micrinite, macrinite, and inertodetrinite) do not soften in the carbonization
process and serve as a filler incorporated by reactive entities or macerals [71-73].
The binder phase carbon forms are based on the rank of the parent coals as determined
by vitrinite reflectance. The vitrinoid type (V-type) concept introduced by U. S. Steel
[74,75] is used to correlate V-types with coke carbon forms. These binder phase is
further categorized into isotropic, incipient anisotropic, circular anisotropic, lenticular
anisotropic, and ribbon anisotropic forms by the domain shape, size and degree of
anisotropism.
In addition to the binder phase, filler phase carbon forms are also related to the maceral
composition and mineral matter in the parent coals. These carbon or mineral forms are
the materials that do not soften in the carbonization process and are incorporated by the
reactive entities or binder phase carbons in the coke produced. The filler phase carbons
are further categorized into organic inorganic and miscellaneous inerts by size, color,
relative appearance, and association with other carbon forms.
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Table 2.4 U. S. Steel classification of coke microtexture [71].
Domain dimensions
Binder phase

Relation of length

Width (μm)

Coal rank vitrinoid

(L) and width (W)

type

Isotropic

0.0

None

7

Incipient (anistropic)

0.5

L=W

7-8

Fine circular

0.5-1.0

L=W

8-9

Medium circular

1.0-1.5

L=W

9

Coarse circular

1.5-2.0

L < 2W

10-11

Fine lenticular

1.0-3.0

2W ≤ L < 4W

11-12

Medium lenticular

3.0-8.0

2W < L < 4W

13

Coarse lenticular

8.0-12.0

2W < L ≤ 4W

14

Fine ribbon

2.0-12.0

L > 4W

15

Medium ribbon

12.0-25.0

L > 4W

16

Coarse ribbon

25.0 +

L > 4W

17-19

Filler phase

Size (μm)

Precursors

Fine

< 50

Micrinite, macrinite, inertodetrinite

Coarse

> 50

Semifusinite, fusinite, macrinite

Circular (anistropic)

Lenticular (anistropic)

Ribbon (anistropic)

Organic inerts

Miscellaneous inerts
Oxidized coal

Oxidized coal

Brecciated coal

Brecciated coal

Noncoking vitrinite

High/low rank vitrinite

Inorganic inerts
Fine

< 50

Various types and sizes of mineral

Coarse

< 50

matter
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In general, coke microtexture can be divided into two components, i.e., the inert
maceral-derived component (IMDC) and the reactive maceral-derived component
(RMDC). IMDC and RMDC have been found to behave differently in terms of strength,
reactivity, graphitization and dissolution [10]. The IMDC and RMDC are also referred
to as isotropic and anisotropic carbons. Isotropic carbons exhibit optical properties that
are the same in all direction when viewed under an optical microscope using mutually
exclusive polarized light. On the contrary, anisotropic carbons exhibit optical properties
of different values when viewed under an optical microscope using mutually exclusive
polarized light [76]. The anisotropic carbons can be further divided into certain subclasses according to different shapes (e.g., granular, aciculate, ligulate, circular,
lenticular, ribbon, flow-like) and sizes (e.g., very fine, fine, medium, coarse) which are
related to the rank and type of the parent coals directly.
The nature of the parent coal is the decisive factor controlling the carbonization process
and thus, is the key to determining the formation and composition of the coke
microtexture. The microtexture of coke has proved to be of close relevance to coke
performance in the blast furnace. Marsh et al. [77] considered the coke microtexture to
be composed of isotropic carbon and anisotropic carbon in the form of mosaics and
flow-type anisotropy, and concluded that the interlocked, randomly oriented mosaic
anisotropic carbon was more resistant to fracture and crack propagation than the flowtype anisotropic carbon or the isotropic carbon. Moreland et al. [78,79] established
equations derived using textural compositions obtained by polarized light microscopy
(PLM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to predict the tensile strength of cokes
made from multi-component blends with adequate precision. It was indicated from the
magnitude of the strength terms that the granular- and striated-flow and the coarse- and
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medium-mosaic textural components were related to high coke strength. Andriopoulos
et al. [80] found that the hardness and Young’s modulus of IMDC were higher than
those of RMDC. Xing et al. [81-84] also found that the initial fracture toughness of
IMDC was slightly lower than that of RMDC, and the deterioration of RMDC caused
by annealing was more severe than that of IMDC. Xing et al. [85] also concluded that
the extent of graphitization was more pronounced in RMDC than that in IMDC based
on Raman spectroscopic measurement.

2.3.4 Microstructure
In the past, the carbon structure of carbonaceous materials used to be characterized by
maceral analysis and reflectance measurements which were not able to distinguish
different carbon types. Afterwards, advanced analytical techniques such as X-ray
diffraction and Raman spectroscopy have been increasingly developed to characterize
the carbon structure [86].
The carbon structure of coke can be represented by a vast number of small hexagonal
crystallites in a turbostratic structure. The investigations on the carbon structure of coke
are often derived from graphite structure [87]. Graphitic structure is described as a
regular, vertical stacking of hexagonal aromatic layers, as shown in Figure 2.13(a).
Each carbon atom within the basal plane is linked through covalent bonding (sp2) to
three carbon atoms. But the van der Waals bonding across the planes is very weak and
can easily be broken by external forces. The crystallite size can be represented by the
average stack height (Lc) and width (La), which are illustrated in Figure 2.13(b). Lc and
La can be calculated based on the (002) carbon peak and the (10) carbon peak
respectively on the XRD pattern by the Sherrer’s equation [51,88,89]:
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Lc / a 

A
B cos 

(2.13)

where A is a constant for the corresponding carbon plane, λ is the X-ray wavelength, B
and θ are the corresponding full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the Bragg angle
for the (002) peak and the (10) peak.

Figure 2.13 (a) Structure of graphite crystal; (b) Concepts of Lc and La [87].
Lc and La are widely used to determine the effects of thermal treatment on the carbon
structure of coke. The sharper and narrower (002) and (10) carbon peaks mean higher Lc
and La values, so the larger growth of the crystallite size, higher ordering of carbon
structure, and greater graphitization degree. The Lc values for coke typically range from
1.5 to 4.0 nm, and those for graphite are over 10 nm.
Kawakami et al. [86] studied the evolution of coke carbon structure when annealing in a
temperature range of 1273 to 2473 K in a bench-scale reactor. The results showed that
Lc and La did not change visibly up to 1873 K, but followed by a significant
enlargement with further temperature increase. Legin-Kolar et al. [90] measured Lc of
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different kinds of coke after heat treatment from 1200 to 2400 oC. Lc distinctly
increased as the temperature went higher for all cokes. Gupta et al. [4] proposed the
graphitization degree, represented by Lc value, as a suitable indicator to estimate the
temperature profile of the tuyere region in the blast furnace, and obtained a temperature
calibration curve by plotting Lc value of the heated cokes against temperature. Lundgren
et al. [51] carried out an investigation on the Lc of cokes heated in the laboratory and
those extracted from the experimental blast furnace. Three data processing approaches
were tried to compute the Lc value. In the uncorrected approach, the total peak width as
observed was used for Lc computation; in Method I, contributions of the overlapping
peaks to intensity were removed through deconvolution; in Method II, only the
symmetric part of the deconvoluted peaks was used. As a result, the highest Lc value
was obtained with Method II, but the gap between Method I and II was narrowed with
temperature increase.
As the graphitization degree of coke increases to a rather high level, irregular graphite
crystals can be observed in SEM images, the most common forms of which are flakelike and hexagonal prism-like crystals or their combinations [4,23].

Raman peak of the graphite-like materials is generally known to occur at 1580 cm-1.
This peak, also known as G band, is related to the energy of sp2 bonding and is assigned
to the normal graphite structure [91]. In less ordered carbonaceous materials, Raman
peaks are often observed at 1360 cm-1 and 1620 cm-1. These two peaks, known as D and
D’ bands, are believed to originate from defect structure of graphite. But only two broad
peaks appear near 1600 cm-1 and 1360 cm-1 for coke. These peaks are designated as G*
and D* bands, respectively. After curve fitting, the G* and D* bands can be
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deconvoluted into four peaks: G*, D*, R1 and R2, as shown in Figure 2.14. The R1 peak
appears from 1510 to 1527 cm-1 and R2 from 1239 to 1280 cm-1, respectively. These
two peaks are assigned to the so-called turbostratic or random structure [92]. Upon
annealing, G* and D* bands will become sharper. When annealing temperature reaches
a certain high level, G* band will eventually split into two peaks, and the spectrum
becomes similar to that of synthetic graphite [93].
Based on the Raman spectrum, coke graphitization degree can be quantitatively
calculated as the ratio of the area of G peak to the total area [94,95]. Kawakami et al.
[92] found that the G fraction started to increase slightly from 1373 K and remarkably
from 2033 K. Xing et al. [81] also demonstrated the increase in G fraction as annealing
temperature rose from 1673 to 2273 K, approaching the G fraction of the highly ordered
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).

Figure 2.14 Curve fitting of the Raman spectrum for coke [87].
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Pores in the coke have a wide range of sizes from less than 1 nanometer to several
hundred millimeters. They can be divided into three types according to their radius sizes:
micropores (0.5-0.6 nm to 1.3-1.4 nm), mesopores (1.5-1.6 nm to 100-200 nm) and
macropores (> 100-200 nm). The total porosity includes the empty spaces between
different carbon microtextures, large pores (macropores) formed by the release of
volatile matter during carbonization and fissures produced by internal stress of cokes
[96]. The porosity of coke is determined by the coal rank, maximum fluidity and
macerals. Low rank coals with good fluidity make cokes with high porosity and large
pore size, while medium rank coals generate less porous cokes with smaller pore size
[96].
As shown in Figure 2.15, a model of coke matrix structure can be imagined by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [97]. Coke has a porous structure, each pore
wall being made up of a molecular orientation domain (MOD). The polyaromatic
structural units are locally oriented in parallel. The size of the MOD can vary from less
than 50 nanometers up to tens of micrometers. The mean size of the MOD is determined
by the chemical composition of the parent coals, especially the O/H ratio: the higher the
O/H ratio, the smaller the MOD.
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Figure 2.15 Model of coke matrix structure [97].

2.3.5 Mineral matter

Typically, the mineral matter content in cokes is about 8-12% [63]. The mineralogical
composition of coke is different from that of the coal since decompositions of some
mineral matter and reactions between minerals occur during carbonization. The strength
and reactivity of coke in the blast furnace are affected by mineral matter in many ways
such as the formation of cracks and weak spots in the coke matrix and the catalyzing
reactions by catalytic mineral phases [30-34].
It is complicated to characterize the coke minerals due to the heterogeneous nature of
coke. Current understandings of the mineral matter in coke are largely based on the
oxide analysis of coke ash, which have not taken into account the fact that coke
minerals are present in various sizes, distributions and associations with carbon matrix
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[35]. XRD has been applied to identify and estimate coke minerals quantitatively.
However, XRD can only identify crystalline phases. But more than 60% of the
inorganic matter of the original cokes is present in glassy or amorphous phases [11].
Besides, the specimen needs to be prepared carefully to minimize the effect of ashing on
coke mineralogy. Recently, radio-frequency oxygen plasma ashing at low temperature
has been used to remove the carbon with minimal change of the mineral phases (low
temperature ashing, LTA) [17,33,98,99]. Using this ashing method, Grigore et al. [17]
investigated four different cokes and listed their mineral compositions (Table 2.5).
Figure 2.16 shows the XRD pattern of the four LTA samples. It shows that both the
nature and abundance of the mineral phases varied between different cokes. The
following mineral phases were present in all four coke samples: quartz (SiO2), mullite
(Al6Si2O13), fluorapatite (Ca5(PO4)3F), rutile (TiO2), anatase (TiO2), iron phosphate
(FePO4),

metallic

iron

(Fe),

pyrrhotite

(Fe1-xS),

oldhamite

(CaS),

jarosite

((K,H3O)Fe3(SO4)2(OH)6) and bassanite (CaSO4·0.5H2O). The following mineral
phases were found in some of the samples: cristobalite (SiO2), leucite (KAlSi2O6),
hematite (Fe2O3), magnetite (Fe3O4), wustite (FeO), akermanite (Ca2Mg2Si2O7),
brookite (TiO2), diopside (CaMgSi2O6), aluminium oxide (Al2O3), coquimbite
(Fe2(SO4)3·9H2O) and spinel (MgAl2O4). Quartz, mullite and fluorapatite were the
major crystalline phases. The rest accounted for less than 2% of the ash content with
two exceptions in Coke F, jarosite (4.3%) and pyrrhotite (4%). Although LTA proves to
be a good way to prepare coke samples with minimal effect of ashing on the mineral
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change, some minerals can still be altered in the ashing process. Some oxidized mineral
forms (bassanite, coquimbite and jarosite) that were not present in the raw cokes were
found to be generated during this procedure, most likely from oldhamite and pyrrhotite.

Figure 2.16 XRD patterns of four LTA samples [17].

The mineral matter is present in coke ash as both crystalline and amorphous forms. The
elemental composition as oxides present in crystalline and amorphous forms is
presented in Table 2.6. The percentage of the oxides of the elements in the amorphous
form was determined from the difference between the total percentage of the oxides of
the elements from the ash analysis and the percentage of the oxides of the elements in
the crystalline form. The elements in this table were shown mostly in the amorphous
form with a few exceptions. Iron and potassium were mostly present in amorphous
alumino-silicate phase, calcium is completely accounted by the crystalline phase, while
sodium exists only in the amorphous phase [17].
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Sakurovs et al. [33] also carried out quantitative characterization of mineral matter in
commercial cokes using LTA method. It was concluded that most of the mineral matter
in the coke existed as amorphous alumino-silicates that comprised partially decomposed
clays and other materials which became structure-less as a result of the removal of
constitutional water and volatiles upon heating. This material was unlikely to have been
through a molten intermediate stage but was caused by solid state transformations, since
the maximum temperature to which the cokes were exposed was below the melting
point of these minerals. There was no sign of the existence of strongly reduced phases
such as carbides. Mineral matter such as carbonates, clays (except some illite),
goyazites and feldspars, was thermally unstable so was absent in the coke. Illite was
considered to decompose above 750 oC [100]. Bassanite and jarosite were considered as
artifacts of the LTA process because of the oxidation of calcium and iron sulfides.
Bassanite can also form from the organic sulfur and calcium. Bassanite and jarosite may
also form in the quenching process of cokes as hematite [101].
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Table 2.5 Mineral phase compositions in four LTA samples [17].

Mineral phase

Chemical
formula

B

C

F

0.037

0.030

G

Akermanite

Ca2Mg2Si2O7

Alumina

Al2O3

0.018

Anatase

TiO2

0.018

Brookite

TiO2

Cristobalite

SiO2

Diopside

CaMgSi2O6

Fluorapatite

Ca5(PO4)3F

Hematite

Fe2O3

Iron

Fe

0.027

0.061

0.161

0.423

FePO4

0.009

0.037

0.030

0.012

Leucite

KAlSi2O6

0.027

0.037

Magnetite

Fe3O4

Mullite

Al6Si2O13

1.097

1.565

0.575

1.755

Oldhamite

CaS

0.022

0.054

0.137

0.031

Pyrrhotite

Fe1-xS

0.038

0.168

0.618

0.056

Quartz

SiO2

2.391

1.761

3.298

0.510

Rutile

TiO2

0.027

0.012

0.030

0.037

Spinel

MgAl2O4

0.158

0.059

Wustite

FeO

7.583

4.438

Iron
phosphate

Amorphous
Phase

0.050
0.024

0.020

0.050

0.061
0.009

0.012

0.205

0.012

0.036

0.029

0.440

0.353

0.049

0.423
0.012

0.075
0.025

0.036
4.978
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9.325

Table 2.6 Elemental composition (wt%) as oxides in crystalline and amorphous forms in coke [17].
SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

TiO2

Na2O

K2O

P2O5

SO3

Total

4.90

2.29

0.31

0.09

0.02

0.12

0.01

0.04

0.06

0.01

Crystalline form

2.40

0.70

0.10

0.11

0.01

0.08

0.04

Amorphous form

2.50

1.59

0.21

-0.02

0.02

0.08

0.01

0.03

-0.02

-0.03

Total

5.61

3.02

0.75

0.28

0.09

0.14

0.02

0.11

0.16

0.04

Crystalline form

1.89

1.05

0.25

0.26

0.05

0.08

0.02

0.17

0.16

Amorphous form

3.72

1.97

0.50

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.02

0.10

-0.01

-0.11

Total

5.22

1.72

1.14

0.26

0.14

0.09

0.03

0.08

0.11

0.10

Crystalline form

2.93

0.38

0.68

0.27

0.02

0.04

0.03

0.14

0.55

Amorphous form

2.29

1.34

0.46

-0.01

0.12

0.05

0.03

0.05

-0.03

-0.45

Total

5.66

4.43

0.66

0.28

0.06

0.16

0.07

0.06

0.21

0.03

Crystalline form

0.96

1.19

0.19

0.25

0.01

0.18

0.06

Amorphous form

4.70

3.24

0.47

0.03

0.05

0.03

-0.03

BaO

SrO

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.02

Coke B

0.04

Coke C

Coke F

Coke G

0.08
0.06
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0.08

0.07

2.4 Coal properties influencing coke properties

Coke properties depend on the parent coal properties such as coal rank, macerals and
mineral matter.
With the increase in coal rank, coal can be divided into four major groups: peat, lignite,
bituminous coal and anthracite. Coal rank is assessed according to the volatile matter
content, vitrinite reflectance or carbon content. Coal rank increases with decreasing
volatile matter content, increasing vitrinite reflectance and increasing carbon content
[84].
Coal rank has a direct influence on coke microtexture and microstructure. As coal rank
increases, the coal becomes more aromatic and polymerized, thus increasing the size
and content of anisotropic carbon [96]. According to a study on four Australian black
coals ranging in rank from semi-anthracite to bituminous coal by Lu et al. [88], the
crystallite height (Lc) decreased with increasing volatile matter content, i.e., decreasing
coal rank (Figure 2.17). The dependence of coke microstructure on parent coal rank is
reported by Rouzaud et al. [97]. A low-rank coal makes a coke with small MOD (~5 nm)
while a high-rank coal makes a coke with big MOD (~ 20 µm).
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Figure 2.17 Relationship between coal structural parameters and volatile matter [88].
The term maceral was first introduced by Stopes [102] as the smallest microscopically
observable units in coal. Macerals are the coalified remains of plant tissues or plantderived substances existing at the time of peat formation.
The macerals can be divided into three main groups: liptinite, inertinite and vitrinite.
Vitrinite is the major maceral in coal, which softens and melts during coking process.
Liptinite evaporates during coking process, which makes it difficult to be traced in the
resulting coke. The reflectance of liptinite is the lowest compared with inertinite and
vitrinite. Most inertinite in coal remains its original properties during coking process.
The reflectance of inertinite is the lowest among the three groups [84].
During carbonization, most inertinite does not fuse and forms the IMDC in the coke,
while fusible macerals (vitrinite, liptinite, and a small part of the inertinite) form the
RMDC in the coke.
In coal, the most abundant minerals are quartz, feldspars, carbonates, sulfates and clays.
Besides, there are minor minerals including phosphates, titanium minerals, and
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alumino-carbonates [84]. Some minerals in coal undergo decomposition and
transformation while the others remain unchanged during carbonization, all of which
result in the mineral matter in the resulting coke. Quartz, apatite and titanium dioxide
experience little or no change during carbonization and maintain their original phases in
the resulting coke [84]. Alumino-silicates in coke are formed from the decomposition of
clays such as kaolinite and illite [11]. As shown in Figure 2.18, amorphous metakaolinite is formed from kaolinite at approximately 450 °C, and meta-kaolinite
decomposes to cristobalite and mullite at approximately 950 °C [103]. Metallic iron is
formed by the decomposition of pyrrhotite or the reduction of iron oxide [104].

Figure 2.18 Major mineral transformations that occur upon heating [103].

2.5 Coke gasification

2.5.1 Reaction mechanism and kinetics

Among all the reactions relevant to coke in the blast furnace, gasification has drawn the
most attention due to its significant impact on coke degradation and fines generation.
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Coke gasification, also known as the Boudouard reaction or the solution loss reaction,
represents the endothermic reaction of coke carbon with CO2 [12]:
C + CO2 ↔ 2CO ∆H = 159.7 kJ/mol

(2.14)

The above reaction is often interpreted by the following oxygen-exchange mechanism
[105]:
CO2 → CO + (O)

(2.15)

Cf + (O) → CO + C(O)

(2.16)

CO ↔ (CO)

(2.17)

where Cf is the available active sites and C(O) is the occupied site.
Following the Langmuir-Henshelwood theory, the reaction rate, Rc, is expressed as:

Rc 

k1 PCO2
1  k2 PCO  k3 PCO2

(2.18)

where k1, k2 and k3 are the rate constants, PCO and PCO2 are the partial pressures of CO
and CO2, respectively. Ignoring the inhibiting effect of CO, the rate in regard to CO2
concentration is approximately first order at low pressures but approaches zero order at
higher pressures.
Blackwood and Ingeme [106] added two steps taking into account the inhibiting effect
of CO:
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C(CO) + CO2 ↔ 2CO + CO

(2.19)

CO + C(CO) ↔ Cf + CO2

(2.20)

and Rc becomes as follows:
2
Rc  k1 Nt PCO2  k4 Nt PCO
/ (1  k2 PCO  k3 PCO2 )
2

(2.21)

where Nt is the total number of the active carbon sites.
Kajitani et al. [107] used two reaction rate equations for the CO2 gasification, i.e., nth
order and L-H type reaction rate equations. In the nth order reaction rate equation, the
overall char gasification rate is proportional to the nth power of the partial pressure of
CO2 and follows the Arrhenius equation:
n
Rc  A0e E / RT PCO
2

(2.22)

where A0 is the frequency factor, E is the activation energy, T is the temperature, R is
the universal gas constant, PCO2 is the partial pressure of CO2, and n is the reaction order.
For the purpose of explaining the variation in the dependence of partial pressure on the
gasification rate, the L-H type rate equation was proposed [92]:

Rc  S

2
k1 PCO 2  k4 PCO
2

1  k2 PCO2  k3 PCO

(2.23)

where S is the surface area per unit volume, which is defined as:

S  S0 (1  x) 1   ln(1  x)
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(2.24)

  4

L0 (1   0 )
S0

(2.25)

where L0 and ԑ0 are the pore length and porosity, respectively.
Steps involved in the gasification reaction of coke are as follows [12]:
(1) Mass transport of the reactant gas (CO2) and the product gas (CO) across the gas
film around the coke particle.
(2) Mass transport of the reactant gas (CO2) from the external surface to the reaction site
through pores and the mass transport of the product gas (CO) from the reaction site to
the particle surface through pores.
(3) Chemical reactions on the reaction site including the adsorption of the reactant gas
(CO2) to the carbon surface and the desorption of the product gas (CO) from the carbon
surface.
An Arrhenius approach, which is based on the Arrhenius equation, is usually used to
define three zones of gas-carbon reaction related to the above-mentioned steps (Figure
2.19). In Zone I, the rate of chemical reaction at low temperatures is low, so the
diffusion rate of the gaseous reactant is sufficient to compensate the consumption of the
reactant. The reaction rate is controlled by step (3). The activation energy is the true
activation energy in this zone. Zone II is an intermediate zone, where the reaction rate is
controlled by both steps (2) and (3). The apparent activation energy in this zone is
significantly lower than the true activation energy. In zone III, step (1) becomes the rate
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controlling step at very high temperatures. The apparent activation energy in this zone is
very low. The hatched areas represent the transition between ideal zones.
The true activation energy of coke gasification reported in the literature varies widely in
the range from 120 to 270 kJ/mol [108-110]. There is no consensus about the transition
temperature between zones. The activation energy and transition temperature depends
on the physical and chemical properties of the materials and the reaction conditions
such as gas composition, gas flow rate, pressure and apparatus [111].

Figure 2.19 Schematic representation of three zones of gas-carbon reaction [12].

2.5.2 Factors affecting gasification rate

The reaction rate of coke gasification is relatively slow and easy to measure. The
relative reaction rate of gasification under identical conditions is reported as the
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reactivity [19]. Reactivity is one of the most important parameters used to evaluate the
performance of coke in the blast furnace. The reactivity of coke is controlled by coal
properties and coking conditions, but is most directly determined by coke properties.
Besides, the gasification rate for carbonaceous materials is also affected by the reaction
conditions such as temperature, pressure, gas composition and particle size. Therefore,
the reaction rate of gasification is affected by multiple factors.

2.5.2.1 Temperature

It is obvious that the rate of a reaction depends on the reaction temperature.
Temperature is one of the most important kinetic parameters to the gasification of
carbonaceous materials, as it affects the thermodynamics and kinetics of the reaction.
Thermodynamically, the endothermic gasification reaction is favorable at higher
temperatures as is seen in Figure 2.20, which presents equilibrium constants for carbongas reactions [112]. Kinetically, according to the Arrhenius equation, gasification rate
increases with temperature, especially in the low temperature zone where the reaction
rate is controlled by the intrinsic chemical reaction. The effect of temperature becomes
less significant in the high temperature zone, since the reaction rate is primarily
controlled by the mass transport.
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Figure 2.20 Equilibrium constants for carbon-gas reactions [112].

On the other hand, temperature also affects gasification through its influence on the
microstructure of carbonaceous materials. It is generally known that carbonaceous
materials with higher graphitization degree exhibit lower reactivity. At high
temperatures, the graphitization degree of coke increases as indicated by the crystalline
size (Lc/a) based on XRD and G fraction based on Raman spectra. As reported by Xing
[84], in the temperature range of 700 to 1100 °C, the Lc value marginally changed with
annealing temperature. When temperature increased from 1100 °C to 1500 °C, a
significant growth of Lc was observed. The G fraction in the Raman spectra of cokes
exhibited a similar behavior. A correlation was made between the G fraction and the Lc
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in the temperature range of 1100 to 1500 °C, as shown in Figure 2.21. Graphitization
by annealing at high temperatures increased both the crystallite size and the G fraction
in the Raman spectra.

Figure 2.21 Correlation between Lc and G fraction for carbonaceous materials subject
to annealing temperatures from 1100 to 1500 oC [84].

Liu et al. [113] studied the gasification activities of three kinds of Binxian chars at 10001300 oC under atmospheric pressure by TGA, and noted that the gasification rates of the
chars all increased with rising temperature. However, Senneca et al. [114] studied the
relevance of thermal treatment to the char reactivity with CO2 through TGA, and found
that increasing the temperature of thermal treatment negatively affected the gasification
rate of the char, which is associated with the transformation in the turbostratic structure
and the inorganic constitution caused by annealing. The reduction of reactivity might be
caused by the formation of low-crystallinity or amorphous phases embodying calcium
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as a constitution.
The gasification rate control mechanism is found to be different at different ranges of
temperature. Gulbransen et al. [115] pointed out that below 1350 oC the reaction
followed a chemical controlled reaction mechanism in which the reaction occurs
uniformly throughout the graphite structure with a high heat of activation of 88±5
kcal/mol, while above 1400 oC the reaction followed an external gas diffusion
controlled mechanism. The rate of reaction is proportional to the flow rate but is not a
linear function at constant pressure. At 1400 oC, an increase in the flow by a factor of
4.65 led to an increase in the reaction rate by a factor of 2.85. At 1500 oC, an increase in
the flow by a factor of 5.3 led to an increase in the reaction rate by a factor of 3.9. It
indicates that a simple diffusion model is not sufficient to explain the kinetics of the gas
diffusion controlled reaction.

2.5.2.2 Pressure

Pressure affects gasification reaction directly by changing the partial pressure and
indirectly by changing the transport rate.
Blackwood and Ingeme [106] investigated the reactions of purified carbon with CO2
over a pressure range of 1 to 40 atm and concluded that the reactivity was enhanced
with the increase in gas pressure.
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Messenbock et al. [116] conducted transient conversion experiments of a bituminous
char under pressures from 0.1 to 3.0 MPa in pure CO2 atmosphere at 1000 oC. As shown
in Figure 2.22, the extents of char conversion for all pressures increased linearly in the
first 20 s, and then more slowly for further gasification. At 60 s, the extents of char
conversion were 24, 65.2, 78.6, and 86 wt% at pressures of 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 MPa,
respectively. The incremental conversion became smaller at progressively higher
pressures, indicating the saturation of this effect.

Figure 2.22 Conversion of chars under pressures from 0.1 to 3.0 MPa in pure CO2 at
1000 oC [116].

Adanez et al. [117] carried out a study of the initial gasification rates of Spanish lignite
char under pressures from 0.5 to 3.0 Mpa in pure CO2 at 1000 oC. As shown in Figure
2.23, a diminishing sensitivity to pressure variation was observed at progressively
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higher pressures.

Figure 2.23 Effect of pressure on gasification rate of different chars [117].

2.5.2.3 Gas composition

Kajitani et al. [7] analyzed the influence of gas composition (partial pressure) on the
reaction rate of gasification of a coal char using a pressurized drop tube furnace (PDTF)
at a high temperature and a thermogravimetry (TG) at a low temperature. As shown in
Figure 2.24, the reaction rate changed with the partial pressure of the H2O (steam) or
CO2 when temperature and total pressure were set at 1300°C and 0.5 MPa, respectively.
They found the reaction rate proportional to the 0.73 power of CO2 partial pressure and
to the 0.86 power of steam partial pressure in the PDTF experiments. The experiments
using TG at low temperatures showed the reaction rate proportional to the 0.54 power of
CO2 partial pressure and to the 0.68 power of oxygen partial pressure.
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Figure 2.24 Change of initial gasification rate of coal char with partial pressure of
gasifying agents [7].

Sha et al. [118] investigated the effects of operating pressure on coal gasification. They
found the C-H2O and C-CO2 reactions similar to each other. Their reaction rates
increased with increasing partial pressure of H2O and CO2 up to 1-1.5 MPa, and then
seemed to have a zero order with respect to the partial pressure of reacting gases. The
kinetic equation for the reaction with steam at 850 oC can be expressed as:

W

0.130 PH 2O
1  0.334 PH 2O  0.134 PH 2  4.2 PCO

(2.26)

The kinetic equation for the reaction with CO2 at 900 oC can be expressed as:

W

0.137 PCO2
1  1.994 PCO  0.504 PCO2
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(2.27)

Everson et al. [111] analyzed the reaction rate of CO2-N2 gas mixtures with a high ash
char and obtained the reaction order with respect to CO2 partial pressure as 0.46-0.54.
There is no consensus in the literature on the magnitude of the order as they are
obtained with different samples at different pressures and temperatures. The activation
energy was also obtained at constant partial pressures of CO2 as listed in Table 2.7. The
average activation energy was 235 (±37) kJ/mol for CO2 concentrations higher than
20%.
Table 2.7 Activation energy at constant partial pressures of CO2 [111].

CO2 (mol%)

Activation energy, E (kJ/mol)

100

247

80

234

60

223

40

237

20

192

2.5.2.4 Particle size

Zhang et al. [110] studied the reactivity for steam gasification of petroleum coke with
different sizes. As shown in Figure 2.25, they found that the time for a complete
conversion was shorter for smaller coke particles. The difference of completion time
between the small particles was not as significant as that between the large particles.
Samples with smaller sizes may have higher surface area to provide more chances to
contact with the gasifying agents.
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Kajitani et al. [107] investigated the influence of particle size on the CO2 gasification
rate of coal char. Two different particle sizes, i.e., 20 and 44 μm, were tested using
PDTF and TG at constant CO2 partial pressure of 0.2 MPa. As shown in Figure 2.26,
the intrinsic reaction rate showed no difference between different particle sizes in the
low temperature zone. In contrast, the reaction rate of 20-μm char was shown to be
higher than that of 44-μm char in the high temperature zone. This indicates that the pore
diffusion plays a more important role in the high temperature zone.

Figure 2.25 Variation of conversion time for steam gasification of petroleum coke
[110].
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Figure 2.26 Influence of particle size on gasification rate of coal char [107].

2.5.2.5 Mineral matter

Ash content and ash composition have been considered as important properties in
determining coke reactivity. The ash content from the proximate analysis of coke was
found to be a good indicator of coke reactivity by Vogt et al. [119]. But the impact of
ash content on coke reaction rate was shown to be little in a study reported by Duval et
al. [27]. Ash composition was found to be another important parameter in coke
reactivity [17,120]. Iron, calcium, potassium and sodium oxides are known to act as
catalysts in the gasification process [121]. The roles of coke ash in the gasification
reaction are complex. Some ash minerals catalyze the gasification. However, the
reaction may be hindered by molten ash, which covers the surface and blocks the pores
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at high temperatures. The actual impact of mineral matter is dependent on gasification
temperature, gas composition and the properties of the mineral matter such as content,
composition, size, and distribution through the coke matrix.
The mineral forms and their amounts in the ash affect the reactivity of coke. Iron,
calcium and potassium oxides are identified as catalysts in gasification process [17]. But
iron, calcium and potassium are normally not present in coke as oxides only. Potassium
can be found in coke as leucite. Above 1132 oC, potassium is partly transferred to the
gas phase under blast furnace conditions, and the rest of it occurs as molten phase [122].
Calcium can be often found in coke as alumino-silicates (e.g., akermanite, diopside, and
apatite) [17]. After decomposition at high temperatures, it can form CaS if sulphur is
available in the system [69]. Metallic iron is considered as a very efficient catalyst in the
gasification reaction. Pyrrhotite and hematite presented in coke are also found to
catalyze the gasification reaction [17]. According to Grigore et al. [17], it was
concluded that coke reactivity tended to increase with a larger total amount of catalysts
in crystalline phase. The amorphous material was unlikely to account for the difference
in reaction rate. Figure 2.27 shows the relationship between the total iron, potassium
and sodium in amorphous phase and the initial apparent rate.
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Figure 2.27 Relationship between the total iron, potassium and sodium in amorphous
phase and the initial apparent rate [17].

Many researches have tried to explain the mechanisms of the catalyzed gasification of
carbon with CO2, which is summarized in Figure 2.28 [123]. Taylor and Neville [124]
were among the first to work on the mechanism of the catalyzed gasification of carbon
with CO2. They found that the catalytic increase in reactivity was due to an enhanced
adsorption of CO2. Fox and White [125] reported that chemical reaction was not the
rate-determining step, the increase in the reaction rate was a result of an increase in the
mass transfer rate. The Na-metal evaporated into the bulk gas phase because of its high
vapor pressure. The Na2CO3 was drawn back to the carbon surface after reaction with
CO2. The catalyst acted as a pump between the carbon surface and the bulk gas phase.
Long and Sykes [126] explained the mechanism of catalysis in terms of electronic
interaction between carbon and catalyst. They proposed that covalent M-C bonds were
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formed from a non-stoichiometric oxide with excess metal, which weakened the
aromatic character and accelerated the reaction. McKee et al. [127] suggested a kinetic
scheme comprising three elementary reactions:
K2CO3 + 2C = 2K + 3CO

(2.28)

2K + CO2 = K2O + CO

(2.29)

K2O + CO2 = K2CO3

(2.30)

Yokoyama et al. [128] suggested that only metal and K2O were involved in the catalytic
cycle. A possible involvement of intercalation compounds has often been proposed
[129]. Wen [130] reported a detailed mechanism following the McKee mechanism but
assumed intercalation compounds rather than alkali metal. Mims and Pabst [131,132]
proposed that surface complexes of potassium phenolate type were the active species.
Then they drew the conclusion that the active species contained 4-5 potassium ions
[133]. Catalysis was assumed to occur due to a combination of CO2 dissociation
equilibrium and a rate-determining decrease by carbon. Wigmans [134] presented a
detailed scheme embracing surface complexes, metal and metal oxide in various forms
by combining the mechanisms of McKee, Wen, and Mims and Pabst. The relative
abundance of different species was assumed to rely on the surface composition and the
reaction conditions. Kapteijn and Cerfontain [135] formulated the elementary steps of
catalysis as:
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[KxOy] + CO2 = [KxOy+1] + CO

(2.31)

[KxOy+1] + C = KxOy + CO

(2.32)

The reaction rate was proportional to the concentration of [KxOy+1] species and
governed by the ‘oxidation power’ of the gas phase. Spiro et al. [136] suggested that a
hydride-hydroxide cycle was necessary in char gasification in addition to the ‘classical’
McKee cycle due to the high hydrogen levels in char in comparison to graphite. Wood
et a1. [137] concluded that the carbonate transformed into a molten layer of nonstoichiometric oxides with excess metal, which acted as an oxygen transfer medium
between the carbon surface and the gas phase.

Figure 2.28 Published mechanisms for potassium catalyzed CO2 gasification [123].
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2.5.2.6 Microtexture and microstructure

Coke microtexture and microstructure are also important factors of coke properties that
affect the coke reactivity.
Many researches have consistently demonstrated that the isotropic microtexture reacts
more readily than the anisotropic microtexture [138-141]. Fujita et al. [139] compared
the relative reactivity of four optical textures of metallurgical cokes and established
their relationship as: flow-typed anisotropic texture < mosaic anisotropic texture <
isotropic texture < inerts. Sharma et al. [140] made nine coke samples of different coal
blend using stamp charging technology to study the effects of coke microtexture on CRI
and CSR. With an increase in isotropic carbon, M10 index deteriorates and CRI
increases. Moreover, an increase in anisotropic carbon has a positive effect whereas an
increase in isotropic carbon has a negative effect on CSR. They put forward two reasons
for the lower reactivity of the anisotropic carbon: a lower surface area of the carbon
available for reaction and a lower intrinsic reactivity for the molecules that constitute
the anisotropic carbon. Crawford et al. [141] gave an explanation for the higher
reactivity of the isotropic carbon, attributing this phenomenon to the larger surface area
and smaller bulk density of the isotropic carbon in comparison with the anisotropic
carbon. On the other hand, some researchers pointed out the crucial role that the
reaction conditions play in the reactivity, indicating an inverse trend that the anisotropic
carbon is more reactive with CO2 than the isotropic carbon in the presence of alkalis
[142,143]. It is also noteworthy that anisotropic carbon exhibits a greater tendency of
conversion to graphite than isotropic carbon at a high temperature, resulting in a higher
carbon dissolution rate into liquid metal [144].
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Schapiro and Gray [145] analyzed the relative reactivity of different carbon forms based
on the U. S. Steel classification. For the high-volatile-coal-derived binder phase carbons,
the isotropic shows a high reactivity, the incipient anisotropic shows a high to
intermediate reactivity, and the circular anisotropic shows an intermediate to low
reactivity. Low-volatile coals produce ribbon anisotropic carbons which exhibit low to
intermediate reactivity. The medium-volatile coals generate lenticular anisotropic
carbons which exhibit the lowest reactivity. Filler phase carbons which consist of
organic inerts, miscellaneous inerts, and inorganic inerts all exhibit high reactivity. The
filler carbon of smaller size is less reactive than that of coarse size as it is enveloped in
the binder phase and thickens the coke walls.
IMDC has been regarded to have a greater reactivity than RMDC in many references
although the mechanisms proposed in these references were not exactly consistent.
Grigore et al. [28] considered the concentration of catalytic iron phases and micropore
surface area as the major factors that made IMDC more reactive than RMDC. Huang et
al. [146] suggested that the difference in the reactivity of IMDC and RMDC is partly
attributable to the crystallinity of the carbonaceous structure.

Kashiwaya and Ishi [85] proposed that the gasification reaction proceeds preferentially
on the specified crystallographic planes, and that the rate of gasification was slower in
the basal plane and faster in the prismatic plane.

As shown in Figure 2.29, according to Gupta et al. [4], with increasing degree of
graphitization, represented by the crystalline size (Lc), the apparent reaction rate of coke
decreased, which confirms the reciprocal relationship between the ordering of carbon
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structure and reactivity.

Figure 2.29 Correlation of the coke apparent reaction rate with the crystalline size [4].
The reaction rate with CO2 is determined not only by intrinsic reactivity of carbon but
also by pore accessibility. Pore characteristics and pore surface area play an important
role when the reaction rate is slow. Larger specific surface area and higher porosity
enhance the diffusion of CO2 into the inner part of coke and promote the gasification
process. Patrick and Stacey [56,57] correlated coke reactivity not only with porosity
volume but also with pore size, number of pores and pore wall size. They noted that
reactivity increases with increasing volume of the pores, mean pore size and number of
pores, and decreasing pore wall size.

Adschiri and Furusawa [147] found that the conversion rates per unit surface area of all
the char samples from 1073 to 1273 K were nearly constant over the higher range of
conversion (X > 0.4), while the conversion rates as well as the surface area of these
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chars obviously changed with conversion. Thus the conversion rates of these chars were
shown to be almost proportional to the surface area in the gasification process. The
conversion rates per unit surface area in the lower range of conversion (X < 0.4) were
shown to be relatively higher than those in the higher conversion range. This might be
explained by the underestimated surface area by the nitrogen adsorption. Nevertheless,
the surface area determined by nitrogen adsorption technique has proved to be a useful
parameter as it can describe the dynamic change in the gasification rate with increasing
conversion though it is not the true surface area involved in the gasification reaction.
Gupta et al. [62], however, claimed that the micropore surface area of coke is not fully
responsible for its reactivity, which was found to increase consistently with increasing
bed temperature of the EBF. The increasing coke reactivity was due to recirculating
minerals such as alkalis instead of micropore surface area.
Zamalloa and Utigard [148] illustrated how the specific surface area varied when coke
and graphite samples were reacted with CO2 isothermally at temperatures from 1173 to
1523 K. As shown in Figure 2.30, the specific surface area of petroleum coke decreased
as the reaction temperature increased. In contrast, the specific surface area of breeze
coke and graphite increased with temperature increase. The increase in surface area is
attributed to the way the active surface area measured by BET changes as carbon is
consumed during gasification. As for breeze coke particles, their texture is characterized
by: i) pores larger than 10 μm serving as transport pores, and ii) extensive
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macroporosity distribution in the range of 1 to l0 μm. The variation in their
morphological features is attributed to the continuous variation in the ratio of active
surface area to total surface area caused by pore enlargement and coalescence. Hence, a
higher reactivity to CO2 can be expected as micropore enlargement is conspicuous as a
result of carbon consumption.

Figure 2.30 Variations of specific surface area as a function of the isothermal reaction
temperature [148].

2.6 Summary and objectives

From the literature review, coke gasification has a significant impact on coke
performance in the blast furnace. The H2 content in modern blast furnaces is much
higher than before due to the higher pulverized coal injection rate. However, previous
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studies on coke gasification are mainly focused on pure CO2 and H2O atmospheres. The
gasification reaction of metallurgical coke in the presence of H2 has not received wide
coverage in the literature, and the role of H2 in the gasification process is poorly
understood. In Chapter 4 of the thesis, coke gasification was studied at different
temperatures, particle sizes, and CO2 contents in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures with and
without H2. The objectives were to determine: (1) the effects of temperature, CO2
content and particle size on coke gasification kinetics; (2) the influence of H2 on coke
gasification; and (3) the mechanism of H2 affecting the gasification reaction.
Additionally, reactivity is one of the most important parameters used to evaluate the
performance of coke in the blast furnace. The reactivity of coke is controlled by the coal
properties and the coking conditions, but is most directly determined by the coke
properties. Therefore, a better understanding of the coke properties affecting its
reactivity is of great importance. In Chapter 5 of the thesis, gasification of five different
cokes was investigated in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures with and without H2. Coke
properties that potentially influence coke reactivity including ash content, catalytic
index, surface area and crystallite size were measured and correlated with reactivity.
The aims were to determine: (1) the reactivities of five different cokes at different
temperatures with and without H2; (2) the effects of coke properties on coke reactivity.
Moreover, microscopic approaches have been used by some researchers in their studies
on coke carbon textures (microtexture) and minerals. However, current microscopic
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analyses on the changes in coke microtexture and minerals are mainly conducted by
observing different areas of different samples before and after reactions, which are
difficult to interpret due to the heterogeneous nature of cokes. In Chapter 6 of the thesis,
the microtexture and minerals of coke were investigated by analyzing exactly the same
sites of coke surface before and after reactions. The objectives were to determine: (1)
the influence of gasification on coke microtexture (IMDC and RMDC); (2) the
influence of gasification on the transformations of coke minerals; (3) the interactions
between coke minerals and carbon matrix during the reaction.
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3 Experimental

3.1 Raw materials and pre-treatments
Five metallurgical coke samples described in the thesis are identified as: Coke A, B, C,
D and E. Coke A was produced in a coke oven battery, while Coke B, C, D and E were
produced in a pilot oven from different coal blends. Coke A was used for the study on
the gasification of metallurgical coke in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures with and without H2
(Chapter 4) and the study on the influence of gasification on coke microtexture and
minerals (Chapter 6). Coke A, B, C, D and E were used for the study on the gasification
of different cokes with and without H2 - relating reactivity to coke properties (Chapter
5). The proximate and ultimate analyses of the five coke samples are provided in Table
3.1.
Table 3.1 Proximate and ultimate analyses of the coke samples.

Proximate analysis (wt%, ad)

Ultimate analysis (wt%, daf)

Moisture

Volatile matter

Ash

Fixed carbon

C

H

N

S

Od

A

0.9

1.4

13.0

84.7

96.6

0.4

1.6

0.5

0.9

B

1.3

0.7

10.5

87.5

97.7

0.3

1.4

0.5

0.1

C

0.6

0.3

11.0

88.1

97.4

0.3

1.7

0.5

0.1

D

1.1

1.2

9.4

88.4

97.8

0.3

1.4

0.4

0.1

E

1.1

1.2

12.8

84.6

97.7

0.3

1.4

0.5

0.1

Coke

ad: air dry; daf: dry ash-free; d: by difference.
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These samples received in the form of lumps were crushed and sieved into particles for
the experiments in Chapter 4 and 5. Three particle size ranges were used in Chapter 4:
200-500, 500-1000, and 1000-2000 μm. The particle size range used in Chapter 5 was
from 500 to 1000 μm. Coke samples with small particles in a narrow particle size range
were used (1) to have enough number of particles from different coke lumps so that the
representative results can be obtained; (2) to have minimal effect of diffusion in the
kinetic study so that the chemical reactivity can be demonstrated by the experimental
data.
The cylindrical coke pellets were prepared by drilling cores from the coke lumps and
facing the cylindrical ends for experiments in Chapter 6. The pellet size was 8-mm
diameter by 10-mm height. The top circular surface of the unreacted pellets was
polished on a polishing machine (Struers Tegram) before being examined by scanning
electron microscopy/energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS). The pellets were not
mounted by resin because they needed to be reacted in the furnace so that the same sites
of the top surface can be examined by SEM/EDS again after reaction and compared
with the unreacted ones.

3.2 Experimental setups and procedures
The gasification experiments in Chapter 4 and 5 were carried out on a purpose-built
TGA system illustrated in Figure 3.1. In each experiment, 0.10±0.01 g of coke particles
were put in a silicon carbide crucible (10 mm-ID) suspended from an electronic balance
and placed into an alumina tube reactor (26 mm-ID) in a graphite furnace. Prior to
heating, the reactor was evacuated and purged with N2 for 20 min. Then, the samples
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were heated in a pure N2 atmosphere to the target temperature at a heating rate of 10
K/min. After the temperature stabilized, N2 was replaced by the reactant gas mixture
(CO2-CO-N2 or CO2-CO-H2-N2) at a total flow rate of 2 L/min. The gasification
continued at atmospheric pressure for 120 min unless the samples were fully gasified in
a shorter time, after which the samples were cooled to ambient temperature in pure N2.
Sample mass was automatically recorded at 1 s intervals by an electronic balance
connected to a computer.

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental setup in Chapter 4 and 5.
The reaction temperature range used in Chapter 4 was from 1173 to 1873 K. The
reaction temperatures used in Chapter 5 were 1273 and 1673 K. The gas mixtures used
in the experiments were obtained by mixing individual high purity gases. The gas
compositions were controlled by changing the flow rates of individual gases with mass
flow controllers (Aalborg DFC) while maintaining a constant total flow rate. The
compositions of the gas mixtures used in Chapter 4 are presented in Table 3.2. These
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levels of gas compositions were selected to simulate the range found in the blast furnace
between the thermal reserve zone and the active coke zone [14]. In Chapter 5, the
composition of the CO2-CO-N2 mixture was 10-vol% CO2, 40-vol% CO, and 50-vol%
N2; the composition of the CO2-CO-H2-N2 mixture was 10-vol% CO2, 40-vol% CO, 10vol% H2, and 40-vol% N2.

Table 3.2 Compositions of the reactant gas mixtures in Chapter 4 (vol%).
Reactant gas mixture

CO2

CO

H2

N2

5

45

0

50

10

40

0

50

15

35

0

50

20

30

0

50

5

45

10

40

10

40

10

40

15

35

10

40

20

30

10

40

CO2-CO-N2

CO2-CO-H2-N2

The experimental setup in Chapter 6 is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The coke pellet was put
in an alumina reactor inserted into a vertical furnace for gasification reaction. The
reactor consists of a gas ducting tube and a sheath. The pellet was located at the bottom
of the gas ducting tube on an alumina plinth to support the pellet. A type B
thermocouple was inserted through the gas ducting tube with the tip located above the
pellet so that the temperature of the top surface of the pellet can be monitored. Prior to
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heating, the reactor was purged with N2 for 20 min. Then, the sample was heated in a
pure N2 atmosphere to 1473 K with a heating rate of 10 K/min. After the temperature
stabilized, N2 was replaced by the CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture with a total flow rate of 1
L/min. The gasification was run for 15 min to achieve a reaction extent of about 10%,
after which the sample was cooled to ambient temperature in pure N2. The reaction
extent was limited to 10% in order to maintain the basic morphology of the coke surface
so that the reacted sample could be compared with the unreacted one. The gas
composition used in the chapter (10 vol% of CO2, 40 vol% of CO, and 50 vol% of N2)
was obtained by controlling the flow rates of individual gases with mass flow
controllers (Aalborg DFC).

Figure 3.2 Schematic of the experimental setup in Chapter 6.
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3.3 Sample characterization

3.3.1 Ash analysis

The ash compositions of the coke samples were obtained by X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
and the results are presented in Table 3.3.
Based on the ash compositions of the coke samples in Table 3.3, a catalytic index,
defined as the content of catalytic minerals in the coke ash, can be calculated using
Equation (3.1) (wt%):

CI = [Fe2O3]+[CaO]+[K2O]+[Na2O]

(3.1)

Table 3.3 Ash analyses of the coke samples (wt%).
Coke

A

B

C

D

E

SiO2

55.7

57.9

51.5

50.3

60.1

Al2O3

28.1

29.3

38.5

25.3

24.0

Fe2O3

7.40

5.00

3.14

14.1

7.80

CaO

1.82

2.32

1.56

3.10

1.74

MgO

0.59

0.61

0.36

0.89

0.90

Na2O

0.54

0.43

0.40

0.28

0.36

K2O

1.01

0.93

0.83

0.76

1.19

TiO2

1.23

1.46

1.85

1.35

1.33

Mn3O4

0.09

0.06

0.02

0.12

0.07
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P2O5

1.02

1.18

1.07

1.08

0.81

SO3

0.37

0.90

0.06

1.42

0.57

BaO

0.07

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.05

SrO

0.07

0.08

0.08

0.05

0.06

ZnO

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.01

V2O5

0.05

0.03

0.08

0.06

0.05

3.3.2 Surface area

The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of the coke samples was determined
from gas adsorption isotherms using N2 as adsorptive with a Micromeritics TriStar 3020
Analyzer.

3.3.3 Crystallite size

The coke samples were milled and analyzed by a GBC-MMA X-ray diffractometer
(XRD) with a Cu-Kα radiation (35 kV, 28.5 mA) as the X-ray source. Samples were
scanned with 2θ in the range of 10 to 50 °at a scanning rate of 1 °/min. The shape of the
(002) carbon peak of the XRD spectrum can be used as an indication of the crystallite
size.
The crystallite size, Lc, was calculated using the Scherrer’s equation [51,88,89] on the
(002) carbon peak of the obtained XRD spectra:

Lc 

0.89
 cos 
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(3.2)

where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray source (1.5409 Å for Cu-Kα radiation), β is the
full width at half maximum intensity of the (002) peak, and θ is the corresponding
Bragg angle.

3.3.4 Microscopic analysis

The microscopic analysis was conducted by a Leica DMRM optical microscope and a
JOEL JSM-6490LV SEM equipped with an EDS (Accelerating voltage: 15 kV, Spot size:
60 nm). Secondary electron (SE) mode was used to observe the topography of the
carbon matrix, and backscattered electron (BSE) mode was used with EDS to examine
the coke minerals and their interactions with carbon.

3.4 Data analysis
The time N2 is replaced by the reactant gas mixture is set as the beginning time of
gasification. The carbon conversion is defined as [18]:

X

m0  mt
100%
mc 0

(3.3)

where m0 and mc0 are the mass of the sample after being heated to the reaction
temperature (g) and the corresponding mass of carbon in the sample at the beginning of
gasification (g), and mt is the mass of the sample at a particular reaction time (g). The
volatile matter was lost while the sample was heated to the reaction temperatures, so
was not counted in the above masses.
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The initial rate of gasification R0 (s-1), defined as the change rate of carbon conversion
with time (dX/dt), was determined from a linear correlation of X and t within the initial
period up to 5% carbon conversion. This range of carbon conversion was used to ensure
a high linear correlation coefficient (R2~1) when the number of the experimental data
was sufficient to be representative. The change of gasification rate was negligible within
such a small range of conversion increment. R0 is correlated with the gas compositions
as follows [149]:

R0  kf ( Pco2 , PH2 )

(3.4)

where k is the reaction rate constant (s-1), and f(PCO2, PH2) is a function of the partial
pressures of CO2 and H2.
The reaction rate constant depends on the temperature according to the Arrhenius
equation [150]:

k  k0e Ea / RT

(3.5)

where k0 is the pre-exponential factor (s-1), Ea is the activation energy (J/mol), R is the
universal gas constant (J/(mol·K)), and T is the reaction temperature (K).
Then R0 can be expressed as:

R0  k0e Ea / RT f ( Pco2 , PH 2 )

(3.6)

The apparent activation energy of the reaction can be determined by the correlation
between the initial reaction rate and temperature under constant partial pressures of CO2
and H2 by taking the natural logarithm of Equation (3.6):

ln R0  ln[k0 f ( Pco2 , PH2 )]  Ea / RT
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(3.7)

Under constant H2 partial pressure, R0 is correlated with CO2 partial pressure:
R0  kPcon2

(3.8)

where n is the reaction order.
The above equation can be used to determine the reaction order in the following format:
ln R0  ln k  n ln Pco2
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(3.9)

4 Gasification of Metallurgical Coke in CO2-CO-N2 with and
without H2

4.1 Introduction

In the blast furnace ironmaking process, there is an increasing trend to reduce the
consumption of expensive coke by injecting cheaper auxiliary fuels through the tuyeres
to replace a portion of coke [2-4]. Due to the relatively low price and abundant reserve
of coal in comparison with other fossil fuels, nearly half of blast furnaces in the world
use pulverized coal injection [5]. Coke is subjected to significant thermal and
mechanical stresses as well as chemical reactions with gases (CO2, CO, H2 and H2O) in
the blast furnace. At low coke rate operations, coke quality becomes more pertinent as
less coke is available to perform its roles.
Due to the higher pulverized coal injection rate, the H2 content in modern blast furnaces
is significantly higher than before. H2 not only contributes to the indirect reduction of
iron oxides, but also leads to a sharp increase in H2O in the blast furnace gases [6]. The
reaction of coke with H2O was shown to be much faster than that with CO2 by many
researchers, thus accelerating the reaction rate and affecting its strength [6-9].
Additionally, the reaction with H2O was found to be primarily confined to the surface of
coke lumps, while the reaction with CO2 penetrated to a greater depth [10].
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Major reactions relevant to coke in the blast furnace include gasification, graphitization
and carburization, etc. Among all the reactions, gasification has drawn the most
attention due to its significant impact on coke degradation and fines generation in the
blast furnace [11]. A better understanding of coke gasification and its impact on coke
degradation is of great importance for the success of modern blast furnace operations.
Moreover, kinetic analysis is crucial to understanding the behaviour and mechanism of
the gasification reaction. The reaction kinetics of coke gasification was found to be
affected by temperature, pressure, gas composition, and coke properties [6]. Numerous
studies have been carried out regarding the effects of gasification on coke strength, pore
structure, optical texture as well as fines generation [13-16]. However, previous studies
on coke gasification were mainly focused on pure CO2 and H2O atmospheres
[6,12,17,18]. The gasification reaction of metallurgical coke in the presence of H2 has
not received wide coverage in the literature, and the role of H2 in the gasification
process is poorly understood.
In

this

chapter,

coke

gasification

experiments

were

conducted

using

a

thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) in the temperature range of 1173-1873 K, particle
size of 200-2000 μm, and CO2 content of 5-20 vol% in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2
gas mixtures. The temperatures and gas compositions were selected to simulate coke
degradation conditions in the blast furnace between the thermal reserve zone and the
active coke zone. The higher CO2 content used in the experiments than the lower
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regions of a blast furnace was to achieve enough gasification extent comparable to that
in the blast furnace. The aims of the chapter were to determine: (1) the effects of
temperature, CO2 content and particle size on coke gasification kinetics; (2) the
influence of H2 on coke gasification; and (3) the mechanism of H2 affecting the
gasification reaction.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Materials

Coke A was used in the experiments described in this chapter. The coke particles were
prepared by crushing the coke lumps and sieving them into different particle size ranges
between 200 and 2000 μm. The proximate and ultimate analyses are provided in Table
4.1.
Table 4.1 Proximate and ultimate analyses of coke A.

Proximate analysis (wt%, ad)

Ultimate analysis (wt%, daf)

Moisture

Volatile matter

Ash

Fixed carbon

C

H

N

S

Od

0.9

1.4

13.0

84.7

96.6

0.4

1.6

0.5

0.9

ad: air dry; daf: dry ash-free; d: by difference.

4.2.2 Experimental setup and procedure
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The gasification experiments in this chapter were carried out on a purpose-built TGA
system illustrated in Figure 4.1. In each experiment, 0.10±0.01 g of coke particles were
put in a silicon carbide crucible (10 mm-ID) suspended from an electronic balance and
placed into an alumina tube reactor (26 mm-ID) in a graphite furnace. Prior to heating,
the reactor was evacuated and purged with N2. Then, the samples were heated in a pure
N2 atmosphere to the target temperature at a heating rate of 10 K/min. After the
temperature stabilized, N2 was replaced by the reactant gas mixture (CO2-CO-N2 or
CO2-CO-H2-N2) at a total flow rate of 2 L/min. The gasification continued at
atmospheric pressure for 120 min unless the samples were fully gasified in a shorter
time, after which the samples were cooled to ambient temperature in pure N2. Sample
mass was automatically recorded at 1 s intervals. The temperature range used in the
chapter was from 1173 to 1873 K. The coke particle size ranges tested were 200-500,
500-1000, and 1000-2000 μm. The compositions of the gas mixtures are presented in
Table 4.2.

Figure 4.1 Schematic of the experimental setup.
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Table 4.2 Compositions of the reactant gas mixtures (vol%).

Reactant gas mixture

CO2

CO

H2

N2

5

45

0

50

10

40

0

50

15

35

0

50

20

30

0

50

5

45

10

40

10

40

10

40

15

35

10

40

20

30

10

40

CO2-CO-N2

CO2-CO-H2-N2

4.2.3 Data analysis

The time N2 is replaced by the reactant gas mixture is set as the beginning time of
gasification. The carbon conversion is defined as [18]:

X

m0  mt
100%
mc 0

(4.1)

where m0 and mc0 are the mass of the sample after being heated to the reaction
temperature (g) and the corresponding mass of carbon in the sample at the beginning of
gasification (g), and mt is the mass of the sample at a particular reaction time (g). The
volatile matter was lost while the sample was heated to the reaction temperatures, so
was not counted in the above masses.
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The initial rate of gasification R0 (s-1), defined as the change rate of carbon conversion
with time (dX/dt), is determined from a linear correlation of X and t within the initial
period up to 5% carbon conversion. R0 is correlated with the gas compositions as
follows [149]:

R0  kf ( Pco2 , PH2 )

(4.2)

where k is the reaction rate constant (s-1), and f(PCO2, PH2) is a function of the partial
pressures of CO2 and H2.
The reaction rate constant depends on the temperature according to the Arrhenius
equation [150]:

k  k0e Ea / RT

(4.3)

where k0 is the pre-exponential factor (s-1), Ea is the activation energy (J/mol), R is the
universal gas constant (J/(mol·K)), and T is the reaction temperature (K).
Then R0 can be expressed as:

R0  k0e Ea / RT f ( Pco2 , PH 2 )

(4.4)

The apparent activation energy of the reaction can be determined by the correlation
between the initial reaction rate and temperature under constant partial pressures of CO2
and H2 by taking the natural logarithm of Equation (4.4):

ln R0  ln[k0 f ( Pco2 , PH2 )]  Ea / RT

(4.5)

Under constant H2 partial pressure, R0 is correlated with CO2 partial pressure:
R0  kPcon2
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(4.6)

where n is the reaction order.
The above equation can be used to determine the reaction order in the following format:
ln R0  ln k  n ln Pco2

(4.7)

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Effects of temperature on coke gasification with and without H2

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 present the variations of carbon conversion with time during
coke gasification at different temperatures in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas
mixtures. It is shown that the carbon conversion within the same reaction time increased
with temperature in both gas atmospheres.
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Figure 4.2 Carbon conversion vs time for coke gasification at different temperatures in
CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture.
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Figure 4.3 Carbon conversion vs time for coke gasification at different temperatures in
CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixture.
As shown in Table 4.3, the initial rate of gasification also increased with temperature.
From 1173 to 1873 K, the initial rate of gasification increased by approximately 390
times for gasification in CO2-CO-N2 but only 35 times for gasification in CO2-CO-H2N2. It clearly demonstrates that temperature had a greater effect on the gasification of
coke without H2 than that with H2. The reaction rate in the presence of H2 was higher
than that without H2 at lower temperatures. The reaction rate with H2 in the gas mixture
was 11.2 and 8.90 times higher than without H2 at 1173 and 1273 K. At higher
temperatures, the effect of H2 on coke gasification diminished. The effect became
negligible when temperature was over 1573 K. This is attributed to the diffusion
resistance which plays a major role at higher temperatures. It is consistent with previous
findings that diffusion resistance becomes the dominant factor controlling the
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gasification rate at high temperatures [107,151-153].
Table 4.3 Effect of temperature on the initial rate of gasification in gas mixtures with
and without H2.

R0 (s-1)
Temperature (K)

Ratio
CO2-CO-N2

CO2-CO-H2-N2

1173

7.14×10-7

7.99×10-6

11.2

1273

4.64×10-6

4.13×10-5

8.90

1373

3.39×10-5

1.10×10-4

3.24

1473

1.07×10-4

1.41×10-4

1.32

1573

1.55×10-4

1.78×10-4

1.15

1673

2.00×10-4

1.98×10-4

0.99

1773

2.49×10-4

2.53×10-4

1.02

1873

2.79×10-4

2.88×10-4

1.03

Figure 4.4 shows the Arrhenius plots for coke gasification reactions in CO2-CO-N2 and
CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixtures. For both gas mixtures, there was a clear change in the
slope of the Arrhenius plot, showing a transition of the reaction rate controlling step,
that is, from chemical reaction controlled regime at low temperatures (Zone I) to
diffusion controlled regime at high temperatures (Zone II). There was not an obvious
transition zone representing a mixed controlled regime between the two zones in
comparison with the three zones of gas-carbon reactions presented in the literature [154].
This might be attributed to the big temperature intervals (100 K) used in this study.
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Based on the intersection of the regression lines, the transition temperature between the
two temperature zones was 1467 K for gasification without H2 and 1364 K for that with
H2. The lower transition temperature for the reaction in H2-containing gas mixture than
in H2-free gas mixture is attributed to the fact that reaction was faster with H2 than that
without H2.
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Figure 4.4 Arrhenius plots for coke gasification in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas
mixtures.
After linear regression of the Arrhenius plot separately within two zones, the apparent
activation energy was obtained using Equation (4.5). For gasification in CO2-CO-N2 gas
mixture, the apparent activation energy was 245.0 and 55.4 kJ/mol in Zone I and Zone
II, respectively. The former was close to the true activation energy of the intrinsic
reaction, while the latter was only about 20% of the true activation energy. For
gasification in CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixture, the apparent activation energy decreased to
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176.4 kJ/mol in Zone I and 40.9 kJ/mol in Zone II, respectively, both being smaller than
the corresponding values in CO2-CO-N2 mixture. The addition of H2 into the system
reduced the activation energy of the intrinsic reaction in Zone I. Applying the ChapmanEnskog equation and the mixing rule of gas diffusion in multicomponent mixture [155],
it can be estimated that the addition of 10-vol% H2 in the gas mixture increases the CO2
diffusivity by 9% in Zone II.
The activation energy of coke gasification reported in the literature varies widely in the
range from 120 to 270 kJ/mol in Zone I [108-110]. It is associated with the physical and
chemical properties of the materials and the experimental conditions [111]. In general,
the activation energy obtained in this study is within the range in the literature.

4.3.2 Effects of CO2 content on coke gasification with and without H2

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 present the variations of carbon conversion with time during
coke gasification in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2 mixtures with different CO2
contents. The initial rates of gasification are presented in Table 4.4. In both gas
atmospheres, the initial rate of gasification and the carbon conversion at the same
reaction time increased with increasing CO2 content. The initial gasification rate in
CO2-CO-H2-N2 was significantly higher than that in CO2-CO-N2 at 1273 and 1473 K,
while the difference was negligible at 1673 K. This is consistent with the results from
Section 4.3.1 which reflected the negligible effect of H2 at temperatures over 1573 K.
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Figure 4.5 Carbon conversion vs time for coke gasification in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture
with different CO2 contents.
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Figure 4.6 Carbon conversion vs time for coke gasification in CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas
mixture with different CO2 contents.
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Table 4.4 Effect of CO2 content on the initial rate of gasification in gas mixtures with
and without H2.

R0 (s-1)
Temperature (K)

CO2 content (%)
CO2-CO-N2

CO2-CO-H2-N2

5

3.53×10-6

3.11×10-5

10

4.64×10-6

4.13×10-5

15

5.48×10-6

4.64×10-5

20

6.12×10-6

4.88×10-5

5

7.24×10-5

1.01×10-4

10

1.07×10-4

1.41×10-4

15

1.43×10-4

2.28×10-4

20

1.74×10-4

2.25×10-4

5

1.21×10-4

1.29×10-4

10

2.00×10-4

1.98×10-4

15

3.36×10-4

2.98×10-4

20

3.60×10-4

4.09×10-4

1273

1473

1673

According to Equation (4.7), the reaction orders with respect to CO2 content at different
temperatures can be obtained by plotting lnR0 as a function of lnPCO2 as shown in
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, and the results are summarized in Table 4.5. The reaction
order with respect to CO2 content at 1273 K was 0.33 in the gas mixture with H2 and
0.40 without H2, respectively. At 1473 and 1673 K, the reaction order became similar
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with and without H2, both approaching 1 as temperature increased. It indicates that
gasification became controlled by the diffusion of CO2 as temperature increased.
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Figure 4.7 lnR0 vs lnPCO2 for coke gasification in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture.
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Figure 4.8 lnR0 vs lnPCO2 for coke gasification in CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixture.
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Table 4.5 Reaction orders at different temperatures in gas mixtures with and without H2.

n
Temperature (K)
CO2-CO-N2

CO2-CO-H2-N2

1273

0.40

0.33

1473

0.63

0.63

1673

0.83

0.82

4.3.3 Effects of particle size on coke gasification with and without H2

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 present the variations of carbon conversion with time
during coke gasification with different particle sizes in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2
mixtures. The initial rates of gasification are presented in Table 4.6. With other
conditions unchanged, the initial rate of gasification and the carbon conversion at the
same reaction time decreased with increasing particle size in both gas atmospheres. At
1273 K, the maximum difference in the initial gasification rates between coke particle
size ranges of 200-500 and 1000-2000 μm was only 4.26% for gasification without H2.
In comparison, the maximum difference increased to 13.0% at 1473 K and further
increased to 27.4% at 1673 K. The variation tendency of the maximum difference for
gasification in H2-containing gas mixture was similar to that without H2, also increasing
with the increase in temperature. The increasing effect of particle size on gasification
rate demonstrates that the internal diffusion played an increasingly important role with
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temperature increase, which is congruous with the finding reported by Kajitani et al.
[107].

Table 4.6 Effect of particle size on the initial rate of gasification in gas mixtures with
and without H2.
R0 (s-1)
Temperature
(K)

1273

1473

1673

Particle size
(μm)

CO2-CO-N2

Max
difference
(%)

CO2-COH2-N2

200-500

4.70×10-6

500-1000

4.64×10-6

1000-2000

4.50×10-6

4.04×10-5

200-500

1.15×10-4

1.46×10-4

500-1000

1.07×10-4

1000-2000

1.00×10-4

1.27×10-4

200-500

2.26×10-4

2.09 ×10-4

500-1000

2.00×10-4

1000-2000

1.64×10-4
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Max
difference
(%)

4.27×10-5
4.26

13.0

27.4
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1.98 ×10-4
1.61×10-4

5.39

13.0

23.0
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Figure 4.9 Carbon conversion vs time for gasification of coke with different particle
sizes (μm) in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture.
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Figure 4.10 Carbon conversion vs time for gasification of coke with different particle
sizes (μm) in CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixture.
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4.3.4 Role of H2 in coke gasification

The carbon conversion and initial rate of gasification were higher in CO2-CO-H2-N2 in
comparison with those in CO2-CO-N2, which is due to the involvement of H2 in coke
gasification via the following reactions:

CO2( g )  H 2( g )  CO( g )  H 2O( g )

(4.8)

C( s )  H 2O( g )  CO( g )  H 2( g )

(4.9)

The water-gas shift reaction (Reaction (4.8)) forms water vapor which then reacts with
coke to regenerate H2 (Reaction (4.9)). The gasification rate of coke with H2O was
shown to be much faster than that with CO2 [6-9]. The equilibrium content of H2O in
CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixture at different temperatures is shown in Figure 4.11. A
significant amount of H2O can be formed in all of the H2-containing gas mixtures over
the temperature range used in the study. As shown in Figure 4.11, the equilibrium H2O
content in the gas phase increased with temperature. However, the enhancement of H2
on gasification diminished with temperature increase and became negligible above 1573
K (Table 4.3), because the diffusion of CO2 and H2O in the gas phase towards the
reaction interface became the controlling step. According to Figure 4.4, even though the
transition temperature between the two zones decreased due to the presence of H2 in the
gas mixture, the corresponding gasification rates at the transition temperatures were
close. This means that the effect of H2 addition in the gas mixture mainly lies in
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accelerating the chemical reaction rather than the diffusion of CO2 and H2O in the gas
phase, which is associated with the relatively low content of H2 and high content of CO
used in the study.
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Figure 4.11 Change in equilibrium content of H2O in CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixture at
different temperatures.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the gasification kinetics of a metallurgical coke was studied using a TGA
at different temperatures, particle sizes and CO2 contents in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures
with and without H2. Based on the results and discussion, the following conclusions are
drawn:
(1) The results from coke gasification at different temperatures, particle sizes and CO2
contents show that the reaction rate of coke gasification increased with increasing
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temperature, decreasing particle size and increasing CO2 content.
(2) The results from coke gasification at different temperatures show that the
gasification reaction in the presence of H2 was faster than that without H2 at lower
temperatures. As temperature increased, the effect of H2 diminished, and became
negligible at temperatures above 1573 K.
(3) The Arrhenius plots for coke gasification reactions in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2N2 gas mixtures show that the reaction transitioned from chemical reaction
controlled regime to diffusion controlled regime at 1467 K for gasification in CO2CO-N2 while at 1364 K for that in CO2-CO-H2-N2, indicating that diffusion became
the controlling step at a lower temperature in the H2-containing gas mixture.
(4) For gasification in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture, the apparent activation energy was
245.0 and 55.4 kJ/mol in Zone I and Zone II, respectively. For gasification in CO2CO-H2-N2 gas mixture, the apparent activation energy decreased to 176.4 kJ/mol in
Zone I and 40.9 kJ/mol in Zone II, respectively, both being smaller than the
corresponding values in CO2-CO-N2 mixture. It indicates that the addition of H2 into
the system reduced the apparent activation energy of the gasification reaction.
(5) According to the results from the gasification of coke with different particle sizes
and CO2 contents, the diffusion control of CO2 at higher temperatures was also
demonstrated by the decreasing gasification rate with increasing particles size and
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the reaction order approaching 1 as temperature increased.
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5 Gasification of Different Cokes with and without H2 –
Relating Reactivity to Coke Properties

5.1 Introduction

The reaction rate of coke gasification under certain conditions (e.g., temperature,
pressure, and gas composition) is reported as the reactivity of coke [19]. Reactivity is
one of the most important parameters used to evaluate the performance of coke in the
blast furnace. The reactivity of coke is controlled by the coal properties impacting the
product coke and the coking conditions, but is most directly determined by the coke
properties. Therefore, a better understanding of the coke properties affecting its
reactivity is of great importance.
Ash content and composition have been considered as important factors in determining
coke reactivity [17,120]. The ash content from the proximate analysis of coke was
found to be a good indicator of coke reactivity by Vogt et al. [119]. But the impact of
ash content on coke reaction rate was shown to be small in a study reported by Duval et
al. [27]. The roles of coke ash in the gasification reaction are complex. Some ash
minerals catalyze the gasification. However, the reaction may be hindered by molten
ash, which covers the surface and blocks the pores at high temperatures. The actual
impact of mineral matter is dependent on gasification temperature, gas composition and
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the properties of the mineral matter such as content, composition, size, and distribution
through the coke matrix [156].
In addition, the reactivity of coke has also been considered to be affected by other
properties such as carbon structure, pore surface area and microtexture [15]. Crystallite
size has been widely used in the investigations on the carbon structure of coke. A larger
crystallite size indicates a greater degree of graphitization and a higher ordering of
carbon structure [26]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies by Xing et al. [81] indicated that
the crystallite size of coke increased with increasing annealing temperature from 1673
to 2273 K. As reported by Gupta et al. [4], the degree of graphitization showed an
inverse correlation with the apparent reactivity of coke. The reactivity of coke was
found to increase as surface area increased according to Vogt et al. [157]. The
reactivities of different microtextures of coke are dissimilar, which is explained by their
difference in the ordering of carbon structure, the pore surface area, and the content of
catalytic minerals according to Huang et al. [146].
Different models have been developed to predict coke reactivity [20-22]. Most of these
prediction models are based on coal properties such as vitrinite reflectance, inertinite
content and alkali index. Correlation models of coke reactivity based on coke properties
are rarely seen in the literature.
In this chapter, gasification experiments of five cokes were conducted using a
thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) at 1273 and 1673 K in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures
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with and without H2. Properties including ash content, catalytic index, surface area and
crystallite size were measured and correlated with reactivity. The aims of the chapter
were to determine: (1) the reactivities of five different cokes at different temperatures
with and without H2; (2) the effects of coke properties including ash content, catalytic
index, surface area and crystallite size on coke reactivity.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Materials

Five metallurgical coke samples (Coke A, B, C, D and E) were used in the experiments
described in this chapter. The samples received in the form of lumps were crushed and
sieved into a particle size range of 500 to 1000 μm for experiments. The proximate and
ultimate analyses of the five coke samples are provided in Table 5.1. Their ash analyses
are provided in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1 Proximate and ultimate analyses of the five cokes.

Proximate analysis (wt%, ad)

Ultimate analysis (wt%, daf)

Moisture

Volatile matter

Ash

Fixed carbon

C

H

N

S

Od

A

0.9

1.4

13.0

84.7

96.6

0.4

1.6

0.5

0.9

B

1.3

0.7

10.5

87.5

97.7

0.3

1.4

0.5

0.1

C

0.6

0.3

11.0

88.1

97.4

0.3

1.7

0.5

0.1

D

1.1

1.2

9.4

88.4

97.8

0.3

1.4

0.4

0.1

E

1.1

1.2

12.8

84.6

97.7

0.3

1.4

0.5

0.1

Coke

ad: air dry; daf: dry ash-free; d: by difference.
Table 5.2 Ash analyses of the five cokes (wt%).

Coke

A

B

C

D

E

SiO2

55.7

57.9

51.5

50.3

60.1

Al2O3

28.1

29.3

38.5

25.3

24.0

Fe2O3

7.40

5.00

3.14

14.1

7.80

CaO

1.82

2.32

1.56

3.10

1.74

MgO

0.59

0.61

0.36

0.89

0.90

Na2O

0.54

0.43

0.40

0.28

0.36

K2O

1.01

0.93

0.83

0.76

1.19

TiO2

1.23

1.46

1.85

1.35

1.33

Mn3O4

0.09

0.06

0.02

0.12

0.07

P2O5

1.02

1.18

1.07

1.08

0.81
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SO3

0.37

0.90

0.06

1.42

0.57

BaO

0.07

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.05

SrO

0.07

0.08

0.08

0.05

0.06

ZnO

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.01

V2O5

0.05

0.03

0.08

0.06

0.05

5.2.2 Gasification procedure

The gasification experiments in this chapter were carried out on a purpose-built TGA
system illustrated in Figure 5.1. In each experiment, 0.10±0.01 g of coke particles were
placed in a silicon carbide crucible (10 mm-ID) suspended from an electronic balance
and placed into an alumina tube reactor (26 mm-ID) in a graphite furnace. The reactor
was evacuated and purged with N2 prior to heating. Subsequently, the samples were
heated in a pure N2 atmosphere to the target temperature at a heating rate of 10 K/min.
After the temperature stabilized, N2 was replaced by the reactant gas mixture (CO2-CON2 or CO2-CO-H2-N2) at a total flow rate of 2 L/min. The gasification continued at
atmospheric pressure for 120 min unless the samples were fully gasified in a shorter
time, after which the samples were cooled to ambient temperature in pure N2. Sample
mass was automatically recorded at 1 s intervals. The reaction temperatures used in the
chapter were 1273 and 1673 K. The composition of the CO2-CO-N2 mixture was 10vol% CO2, 40-vol% CO, and 50-vol% N2. The composition of the CO2-CO-H2-N2
mixture was 10-vol% CO2, 40-vol% CO, 10-vol% H2, and 40-vol% N2.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the experimental setup.

5.2.3 Reactivity

As the time N2 is replaced by the reactant gas mixture is set as the beginning time of
gasification. The carbon conversion is defined as [18]:

X

m0  mt
100%
mc 0

(5.1)

where m0 and mc0 are the mass of the sample after being heated to the reaction
temperature (g) and the corresponding mass of carbon in the sample at the beginning of
gasification (g), and mt is the mass of the sample at a particular reaction time (g). The
volatile matter was lost while the sample was heated to the reaction temperatures, so
was not counted in the above masses.
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The initial rate of gasification R0 (s-1), defined as the change rate of carbon conversion
with time (dX/dt), was determined from a linear correlation of X and t within the initial
period up to 5% carbon conversion.

5.2.4 Catalytic index, surface area and crystallite size

Iron, calcium, potassium and sodium oxides are known to act as catalysts in the
gasification process [121]. Based on the ash compositions of the coke samples presented
in Table 5.2, a catalytic index, defined as the content of catalytic minerals in the coke
ash, can be calculated using Equation (5.2) (wt%):
CI = [Fe2O3]+[CaO]+[K2O]+[Na2O]

(5.2)

The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of the coke samples was determined
from gas adsorption isotherms using N2 as adsorptive with a Micromeritics TriStar 3020
Analyzer.
The coke samples were milled and analyzed by a GBC-MMA X-ray diffractometer with
a Cu-Kα radiation (35 kV, 28.5 mA) as the X-ray source. Samples were scanned with 2θ
in the range of 10 to 50 °at a scanning rate of 1 °/min. The shape of the (002) carbon
peak of the XRD spectrum can be used as an indication of the crystallite size.
The crystallite size, Lc, was calculated using the Scherrer’s equation [51,87-89] on the
(002) carbon peak of the obtained XRD spectra:
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Lc 

0.89
 cos 

(5.3)

where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray source (1.5409 Å for Cu-Kα radiation), β is the
full width at half maximum intensity of the (002) peak, and θ is the corresponding
Bragg angle.

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Reactivities of different cokes

Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 present the variations of carbon conversion with time during
gasification of different cokes at 1273 and 1673 K in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2-N2
gas mixtures. It can be seen that different cokes showed different reactivities in the
gasification reaction. The carbon conversion during coke gasification with H2 in the gas
mixture was significantly higher than that without H2 at 1273 K for all the cokes. At
1673 K, the carbon conversion in H2-containing gases was still higher than in H2-free
gases, but the difference was not pronounced.
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Figure 5.2 Carbon conversion vs time for gasification of different cokes at 1273 K.
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Figure 5.3 Carbon conversion vs time for gasification of different cokes at 1673 K.
The initial gasification rate of different cokes at 1273 and 1673 K in gas mixtures with
and without H2 was calculated and the results are summarized in Table 5.3. The
sequence of reactivity of these five cokes was: D > B ~ C > E > A. The reaction rate in
the presence of H2 was significantly higher than that without H2 at 1273 K. The ratio of
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the reaction rate with H2 to without H2 in the gas mixture was in the range of 8.75 to
8.93 for different cokes. Although the presence of H2 in the gas mixture significantly
promoted the reaction rates of all the cokes, the relative reactivity (sequence of
reactivity) of these cokes was not changed. The enhancing effect of H2 on the reaction
rate is due to the involvement of H2 through the following reactions:

CO2( g )  H 2( g )  CO( g )  H 2O( g )

(5.4)

C( s )  H 2O( g )  CO( g )  H 2( g )

(5.5)

The water-gas shift reaction (Reaction (5.4)) forms water vapor which then reacts with
coke to regenerate H2 (Reaction (5.5)). The gasification rate of coke with H2O was
shown to be much faster than that with CO2 [6-9].
Table 5.3 Initial gasification rate of the five cokes at 1273 and 1673 K in gas mixtures
with and without H2 (s-1).

1273 K
Coke

1673 K
Ratio

CO2-CO-N2

CO2-CO-H2-N2

A

4.64×10-6

4.13×10-5

B

6.24×10-6

C

Ratio
CO2-CO-N2

CO2-CO-H2-N2

8.90

2.00×10-4

1.98×10-4

0.99

5.46×10-5

8.75

2.59×10-4

2.59×10-4

1.00

6.16×10-6

5.50×10-5

8.93

2.60×10-4

2.59×10-4

1.00

D

7.20×10-6

6.31×10-5

8.76

2.70×10-4

2.64×10-4

0.98

E

5.44×10-6

4.81×10-5

8.84

2.18×10-4

2.26×10-4

1.04
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At 1673 K, the reaction rates with H2 and without H2 in the gas mixtures were similar,
indicating that the effect of H2 on coke gasification was negligible at 1673 K. This is
due to the diffusion resistance that plays a major role at higher temperatures. It is
congruous with others’ findings that diffusion resistance becomes the dominant factor
controlling the gasification rate at high temperatures [107,151-153].

5.3.2 Coke properties affecting reactivity

The XRD spectra with profiles of the (002) carbon peaks of Coke A, B, C, D and E are
illustrated in Figure 5.4. The peaks at 20.8 and 26.6

o

were assigned to quartz in the

coke ash. The peaks of quartz in Figure 5.4 were obvious for all the cokes except Coke
C. According to the ash analyses of these cokes (Table 5.2), the Si content (51.5 wt%)
in the ash of Coke C was not significantly lower than the other cokes. However, the Al
content (38.5 wt%) in the ash of Coke C was higher than the other cokes. It can be
inferred that Si in the ash of Coke C was predominantly present as amorphous aluminosilicates (most likely meta-kaolinite) rather than quartz [158]. This explains why the
quartz peaks in the XRD spectrum of Coke C were significantly weaker in comparison
with the other cokes. The crystallite size of different cokes in the study was calculated
by Equation (5.3) and the results are presented in Table 5.4. The sequence of crystallite
size of these cokes was: A > B > D > C > E. Coke A with the largest crystallite size had
the lowest reactivity. However, Coke E with the smallest crystallite size had the second
lowest reactivity.
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Figure 5.4 XRD spectra of different cokes.
Table 5.4 Catalytic index, surface area and crystallite size of the five cokes.
Coke

Catalytic index

Surface area (m2/g)

Crystalline size (Å)

A

0.108

0.440

24.75

B

0.087

7.788

21.74

C

0.059

4.640

18.89

D

0.182

8.450

21.10

E

0.111

5.902

17.11

The catalytic index of different cokes in the study was obtained from Table 5.2 using
Equation (5.2) and the results are summarized in Table 5.4. The sequence of catalytic
index of these cokes was: D > E > A > B > C. The results of BET surface area of these
cokes are also presented in Table 5.4. The sequence of surface area of these cokes was:
D > B > E > C > A. The surface area of Coke A was only 0.440 m2/g, which was
obviously smaller than the other cokes. Correspondingly, the reactivity of Coke A was
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the lowest among these cokes. But the difference between Coke A and the other cokes in
reactivity was much less significant than that in surface area. This means that the
reactivity of the cokes was affected by multiple factors.

5.3.3 Correlation of coke reactivity with coke properties

An attempt was made to correlate the results of the initial gasification rate in Table 5.3
with ash content, catalytic index, surface area and crystallite size in Table 5.2 and 5.4.
The initial gasification rate at 1273 K in gas mixtures with and without H2 is the
chemical reaction rate according to the Arrhenius plots presented in Chapter 4. So it can
be used to represent the reactivity of the cokes because it excludes the influence of
diffusion. The crystallite size grows with increasing temperature when coke descends
through the furnace. But the increase in crystallite size proves to be marginal at
temperatures below 1673 K [81].
Ash content and catalytic index were used to represent the influence of mineral matter
on coke reactivity as minerals in the coke can physically affect its reactivity by covering
the coke surfaces and pore walls, and catalytic minerals (Fe, Ca, K and Na) were active
at high temperatures and exert catalytic effects on coke reactivity [26]. Thus, the
correlation of coke reactivity in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture with ash content, catalytic
index, surface area and crystallite size is presented in Figure 5.5 by empirical Equation
(5.6):
R0 = 21.0 S0.04 Lc-0.18 exp[-7.70A(1-CI)]

(5.6)

where A and CI represent ash content and catalytic index, S is surface area, and Lc is
crystallite size. It shows a good correlation with a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.9733.
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The correlation of coke reactivity in CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas mixture with ash content,
catalytic index, surface area and crystallite size is presented in Figure 5.6 by empirical
Equation (5.7):
R0 = 23.3 S0.03 Lc-0.25 exp[-7.84A(1-CI)]

(5.7)

It also shows a good correlation with a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.9605.
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Figure 5.5 Correlation of initial gasification rate at 1273 K in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture
with surface area (S), crystallite size (Lc), ash content (A) and catalytic index (CI).
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Figure 5.6 Correlation of initial gasification rate at 1273 K in CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas
mixture with surface area (S), crystallite size (Lc), ash content (A) and catalytic index
(CI).
According to Equation (5.6) and Equation (5.7), reactivity was positively affected by
catalytic index and inversely affected by ash content. This might be attributed to the fact
that an increase in the content of catalytic minerals in coke ash leads to a stronger
catalytic influence on coke gasification and an increase in ash content can reduce the
active surface available for gas-solid reactions [26,36].
The effect of crystallite size on reactivity appeared to be inverse according to Equation
(5.6) and Equation (5.7). This is because a larger crystallite size means a higher ordering
of carbon structure which is more stable with regard to CO2 reaction. It consists with the
findings in the literature that the relationship between the ordering of carbon structure
and reactivity is reciprocal [4]. In comparison with ash content and catalytic index, the
effect of crystallite size is relatively small. The small influence of crystallite size of the
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raw cokes on the initial reaction rate was also reported by Grigore [96] who claimed
that the influence of crystallite size was overshadowed by other factors.
Theoretically, larger coke surface area provides more reaction sites for the chemical
reaction of carbon with CO2, thus promotes the gasification rate. However, the effect of
surface area was shown to be marginal in this study. When other factors remain the
same, a significant increase in surface area from 0.440 m2/g (Coke A) to 8.450 m2/g
(Coke D) only increases the reaction rate by 12.5% (Equation (5.6)) and 9.3% (Equation
(5.7)). This is congruous with others’ conclusions that surface area does not indicate the
reactivity when catalytic minerals are presented [159,160]. Grigore [96] also found that
pore surface area only slightly affected the reaction rate at the initial stage, but the effect
became stronger at higher conversion levels.
Figure 5.7 gives an example of the selective reaction on the carbon sites associated with
catalytic minerals, which was found to be general for the sample. The catalytic effect of
minerals on this site was only related to the iron sulphate or sulphide in the upper
middle part, while the alumino-silicate grain in the lower left part did not react. It
indicates that the reaction does not take place uniformly on the coke surface but
preferentially occurs on locations associated with catalytic minerals which have a
heterogeneous distribution through the coke matrix. The marginal effect of surface area
can be explained by the predominant influence of mineral matter at the initial stage of
reaction when there is a good contact between carbon matrix and catalysts.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7 Secondary electron images of (a) the unreacted coke surface and (b) the
reacted coke surface from Chapter 6.
Ignoring the effect of surface area, the correlations of coke reactivity in CO2-CO-N2 and
CO2-CO-H2-N2 mixtures with ash content, catalytic index and crystallite size are
presented in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 by empirical Equation (5.8) and Equation (5.9),
respectively:
R0 = 49.9 Lc-0.39 exp[-9.48A(1-CI)]

(5.8)

R0 = 43.4 Lc-0.40 exp[-9.12A(1-CI)]

(5.9)

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show that coke reactivity was well correlated with ash
content, catalytic index and crystallite size following Equation (5.8) (R2 = 0.9622) and
Equation (5.9) (R2 = 0.9545). It further confirms that surface area only had a marginal
effect on the reactivity of the cokes.
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In summary, the effect of surface area on coke reactivity was marginal in this study.
Although crystallite size affected reactivity, the reaction rate at the initial stage was
more predominantly influenced by the mineral matter. Therefore, the influence of
surface area and crystallite size was overshadowed by the impact of ash content and
catalytic index at the initial stage of reaction.
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Figure 5.8 Correlation of initial gasification rate at 1273 K in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture
with crystallite size (Lc), ash content (A) and catalytic index (CI).
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Figure 5.9 Correlation of initial gasification rate at 1273 K in CO2-CO-H2-N2 gas
mixture with crystallite size (Lc), ash content (A) and catalytic index (CI).

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the gasification reactions of five cokes were investigated using a TGA at
1273 and 1673 K in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures with and without H2. Coke properties
including ash content, catalytic index, surface area and crystallite size were measured
and correlated with reactivity. Based on the results and discussion, the following
conclusions are drawn:
(1) The results from the gasification of different cokes show that the five cokes
exhibited different reactivities in the gasification reactions. The sequence of their
reactivities was: D > B ~ C > E > A.
(2) The results from the gasification of different cokes show that the gasification
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reaction in the presence of H2 was faster than that without H2 at 1273 K for all the
cokes. However, the relative reactivity of these cokes was not changed. The
enhancing effect of H2 was negligible at 1673 K for all the cokes, which is due to
the diffusion resistance that plays a major role at higher temperatures.
(3) The correlations of the initial gasification rate at 1273 K in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2CO-H2-N2 gas mixtures with the coke properties indicate that the coke reactivity
correlated well with ash content, catalytic index and crystallite size.
(4) The correlation equations indicate that the reactivity was positively affected by
catalytic index and inversely affected by ash content. Crystallite size showed an
inverse effect on coke reactivity. But the effect was relatively small in this study
since it was overshadowed by the influence of ash content and catalytic index at the
initial stage of reaction.
(5) The effect of surface area on coke reactivity was marginal, which is because the
reaction did not take place uniformly on the coke surface but preferentially occurred
on the sites associated with catalytic minerals.
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6 Influence of Gasification on Coke Microtexture and
Minerals

6.1 Introduction

Due to the strong impact of the carbon-based components (microtexture) on coke
strength and reactivity, the degradation of coke in the blast furnace is highly related to
the modification of its microtexture caused by gasification and exposure to high
temperatures. Thus, a great interest has been paid to the microtexture of coke by many
researchers who have developed their own terminology and classification schemes in
their studies [27,28,71,74]. Generally, coke microtexture can be divided into two
components, i.e., the inert maceral-derived component (IMDC) and the reactive
maceral-derived component (RMDC). IMDC is formed from infusible macerals and
RMDC is from fusible macerals during carbonization [71,102]. IMDC and RMDC have
been found to behave differently in terms of strength, reactivity, and graphitization [26].
IMDC is often regarded to be more reactive than RMDC in many references [27,28].
However, RMDC was found to react more easily with CO2 than IMDC in the blast
furnace due to the catalytic effect of alkalis in a recent study [29].
Due to the close relationship between coke carbon and mineral matter, coke minerals
could affect the strength and reactivity of coke in many ways such as the formation of
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cracks and weak spots in the coke matrix and the catalyzing reactions by catalytic
mineral phases [30-34]. Additionally, the blast furnace environment such as high
temperatures and recirculating alkalis could also affect coke gasification and thus its
degradation. Therefore, it is crucial to gain a better understanding of the coke minerals
and their interactions with coke carbon matrix under blast furnace conditions. Current
understandings of the mineral matter in coke are largely based on the oxide analysis of
the coke ash, which has not taken into account the fact that coke minerals are present in
various sizes, distributions, and associations within the carbon matrix [35]. The X-ray
diffraction (XRD) can only identify crystalline phases. However, more than 60% of the
inorganic matter of the original cokes is present in glassy or amorphous phases [11].

Microscopic approaches have also been applied to the investigations of coke
microtexture and minerals [11,35-37]. However, previous microscopic analyses on the
changes in coke microtexture and minerals were mainly conducted by observing
different areas of different samples before and after reactions, which are difficult to
interpret due to the heterogeneous nature of cokes.
In this chapter, the microtexture and minerals of coke were investigated using scanning
electron microscopy/energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) by analyzing exactly
the same sites of coke surface before and after reactions. The aims of the chapter were
to determine: (1) the influence of gasification on coke microtexture (IMDC and RMDC);
(2) the influence of gasification on the transformations of coke minerals; (3) the
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interactions between coke minerals and carbon matrix during the reaction.

6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 Materials

Coke A was used in the experiments described in this chapter. The cylindrical coke
pellets were prepared by drilling cores from the coke lumps and facing the cylindrical
ends. The pellet size was 8-mm diameter by 10-mm height. The proximate and ultimate
analyses are provided in Table 6.1. The ash analysis is provided in Table 6.2.
Table 6.1 Proximate and ultimate analyses of coke A.

Proximate analysis (wt%, ad)

Ultimate analysis (wt%, daf)

Moisture

Volatile matter

Ash

Fixed carbon

C

H

N

S

Od

0.9

1.4

13.0

84.7

96.6

0.4

1.6

0.5

0.9

ad: air dry; daf: dry ash-free; d: by difference.
Table 6.2 Ash analysis of coke A (wt%).

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

Na2O

K2O

TiO2

55.7

28.1

7.40

1.82

0.59

0.54

1.01

1.23

Mn3O4

P2O5

SO3

BaO

SrO

ZnO

V2O5

0.09

1.02

0.37

0.07

0.07

0.02

0.05

The top circular surface of the unreacted pellets was polished on a polishing machine
(Struers Tegram) before being examined by SEM/EDS. It should be noted that the
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pellets were not mounted by resin because they needed to be reacted in the furnace so
that the same sites of the top surface can be examined by SEM/EDS again after reaction
and compared with the unreacted ones.

6.2.2 Experimental setup and procedure

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the coke pellet was put in an alumina reactor inserted into a
vertical furnace for gasification reaction. The reactor consists of a gas ducting tube and
a sheath. The pellet was located at the bottom of the gas ducting tube on an alumina
plinth to support the pellet. A type B thermocouple was inserted through the gas ducting
tube with the tip located above the pellet so that the temperature of the top surface of the
pellet can be monitored. Prior to heating, the reactor was purged with N2. Then, the
sample was heated in a pure N2 atmosphere to 1473 K with a heating rate of 10 K/min.
After the temperature stabilized, N2 was replaced by the CO2-CO-N2 gas mixture with a
total flow rate of 1 L/min. The gasification was run for 15 min to achieve a reaction
extent of about 10%, after which the sample was cooled to ambient temperature in pure
N2. The reaction extent was limited to 10% in order to maintain the basic morphology of
the coke surface so that the reacted sample could be compared with the unreacted one.
The gas composition used in this chapter was 10-vol% CO2, 40-vol% CO, and 50-vol%
N2. H2 was not involved in this chapter since the change trend of microtexture and
minerals during the reaction with H2 in the system did not show an obvious difference
to that without H2.
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The analyses were conducted by a Leica DMRM optical microscope and a JOEL JSM6490LV SEM equipped with an EDS (Accelerating voltage: 15 kv, Spot size: 60 nm).
Secondary electron (SE) mode was used to observe the topography of the carbon matrix,
and backscattered electron (BSE) mode was used with EDS to examine the coke
minerals and their interactions with carbon.

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the experimental setup.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Influence of gasification on coke microtexture

According to the analyses on over 30 sites on the coke pellets, most inert maceralderived components (IMDC) were shown to have a greater propensity to react with CO2
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than reactive maceral-derived components (RMDC), but exceptions existed. Two typical
sites, Site 1 and 2, were selected here to demonstrate the two different cases.

Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 illustrate the optical microscope image and the secondary
electron image of the unreacted and reacted coke on Site 1. IMDC was marked as the
area within the dotted border line, and the surrounding area was RMDC. The carbon
matrix of the unreacted coke was relatively compact with a continuous surface of IMDC
and RMDC. Minerals contained within the IMDC grain appeared as discontinuous
laminar bodies (originally under depositional control) while the mineral bodies within
the RMDC were distributed irregularly. The minerals showed dark in the optical
microscope image (Figure 6.2) and grey in the secondary electron image (Figure 6.3).
After reaction, as shown in Figure 6.4, the surface was etched to different extents. The
depth of penetration of the reaction on IMDC was greater than that on RMDC. After a
portion of carbon was reacted, the laminated structure of the minerals within the IMDC
body became more pronounced. For the RMDC, the texture of the surface suggests
penetration along sub-domain boundaries controlled by the mosaic leaflet size
associated with a mosaic size up to 5 μ and the other fine microtextural types
incorporated in the fused mass.
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Figure 6.2 Optical microscope image on Site 1 of the unreacted coke.

Figure 6.3 SE image on Site 1 of the unreacted coke.
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Figure 6.4 SE image on Site 1 of the reacted coke.
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 illustrate the EDS mapping patterns of C, Al and Si of the
unreacted and reacted coke on Site 1. The abundance distributions of Al and Si indicate
that the mineral phases within the IMDC body were alumino-silicates. The carbon
content on this site was reduced from 88.9 wt% before reaction to 77.5 wt% after
reaction. As presented in Figure 6.6, a larger proportion of carbon was removed from
IMDC than RMDC after reaction, which is consistent with the greater depth of etching
on IMDC than RMDC shown in Figure 6.4. The Al and Si within the IMDC body
appeared to be more abundant than those before reaction, which might be because that
the electron beam interaction volume encompassed a higher proportion of minerals due
to the enhanced removal of carbon.
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Figure 6.5 EDS patterns of C, Al and Si on Site 1 of the unreacted coke.

Figure 6.6 EDS patterns of C, Al and Si on Site 1 of the reacted coke.
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 illustrate the secondary electron images of the unreacted and
reacted coke on Site 2. Like Site 1, IMDC was marked as the area within the dotted
border line. The unreacted coke exhibited a compact surface with a continuous surface
of IMDC and RMDC (Figure 6.7). After reaction, the surface became etched (Figure
6.8). Unlike the above-mentioned trend on Site 1, the severities of reaction on IMDC
and RMDC were similar. Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 illustrate the EDS mapping
patterns of C, Al and Si of the unreacted and reacted coke on Site 2. The carbon content
on this site was reduced from 84.7 wt% before reaction to 78.5 wt% after reaction. A
small portion of carbon was removed from both IMDC and RMDC after reaction. The
abundance of Al and Si in the IMDC body did not change significantly before and after
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reaction, which was different from Site 1.

Figure 6.7 SE image on Site 2 of the unreacted coke.
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Figure 6.8 SE image on Site 2 of the reacted coke.

Figure 6.9 EDS patterns of C, Al and Si on Site 2 of the unreacted coke.
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Figure 6.10 EDS patterns of C, Al and Si on Site 2 of the reacted coke.
From Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.8, the grain boundaries (mosaic unit boundaries within
RMDC, boundaries between carbons and minerals, and generally between IMDC and
RMDC) gave a high definition to the loci of reaction. Apart from microtexture, the
reactivity of coke carbon is affected by other factors such as carbon orders, minerals and
pores. Grigore et al. [28] proposed that the major factors that make the IMDC more
reactive than RMDC are the concentration of catalytic iron phases and micropores. In
this study, as the IMDC bodies on Site 1 and 2 were similar in terms of minerals and
pores, the difference in their reactivity might be attributed to different carbon orders.

6.3.2 Influence of gasification on coke minerals

In this study, the majority of the coke minerals were found to be alumino-silicates. The
minerals existed in a wide variety of sizes, distributions and associations. Figure 6.11
illustrates a typical large mineral aggregate surrounded by small fines disseminated
within the carbon matrix on Site 3. Figure 6.13 illustrates another mineral aggregate
and some fine minerals included in pores on Site 4. Generally, the aggregate and coarse
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minerals were composed of alumino-silicates or silica. Silica in the coke was most
likely present as trydimite [161]. The fine minerals included in pores were normally
metallic iron or iron oxides. The physical features of the alumino-silicates and silica in
the reacted coke (Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.14) were marginally changed in comparison
with the unreacted coke (Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.13).

Figure 6.11 BSE image of an alumino-silicates aggregate on Site 3 of the unreacted
coke.
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Figure 6.12 BSE image of an alumino-silicates aggregate on Site 3 of the reacted coke.
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Figure 6.13 BSE image of an alumino-silicates aggregate on Site 4 of the unreacted
coke.
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Figure 6.14 BSE image of an alumino-silicates aggregate on Site 4 of the reacted coke.
The spectra from EDS point analyses presented in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.13 show
that the alumino-silicates on Site 3 and 4 were with low Si/Al ratios (~1) and combined
with little alkali elements (0.1wt% K and 0.1wt% Na). This indicates that the aluminosilicates were derived from kaolinite clay in the parent coals. Kaolinite was dehydrated
in the coking process to form the amorphous meta-kaolinite [11]. Figure 6.15 and
Figure 6.17 illustrate the EDS mapping patterns of Al, Si, Na and K on Site 3 and 4.
Although the meta alumino-silicates are regarded as less reactive phases, it can be seen
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that the chemical compositions of them were slightly modified after reaction in terms of
their alkali levels (Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.18). K and Na appeared to be mobile and
bound with the meta alumino-silicates during the reaction. The alkalization of meta
alumino-silicates can also be demonstrated by the spectra from EDS point analyses
presented in Figure 6.12 (1.0wt% K and 0.6wt% Na) and Figure 6.14 (2.1wt% K and
0.5wt% Na).

Figure 6.15 EDS patterns of Al, Si, Na and K on Site 3 of the unreacted coke.
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Figure 6.16 EDS patterns of Al, Si, Na and K on Site 3 of the reacted coke.

Figure 6.17 EDS patterns of Al, Si, Na and K on Site 4 of the unreacted coke.
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Figure 6.18 EDS patterns of Al, Si, Na and K on Site 4 of the reacted coke.
The alkali reacted phase of silicates in the blast furnace coke has been reported by
Kerkkonen [158]. In the blast furnace, the meta alumino-silicates in the coke react with
alkali recirculation in the reducing atmosphere. Then the alkali silicates are gradually
dissolved into the slag and removed from the furnace.
The Fe-containing phases appeared to be the most active phases in this coke and had
strong interactions with the carbon matrix. Fe-containing phases were observed above
the IMDC body on Site 2 (Figure 6.7). The EDS spectrum presented in Figure 6.7
suggests that they might be iron sulphate or sulphide. As shown in Figure 6.8, a void
was formed after reaction on the carbons associated with the Fe-containing phases as a
result of the catalytic carbon-gas reactions. Iron in the forms of sulphate or sulphide was
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reduced to metallic iron dispersed in the void (Figure 6.8). This means that iron played
a major role in the reactions. In contrast, the alumino-silicate phase on the left of this
site was marginally modified after reaction and showed little interaction with the carbon
matrix.

Similar trends were found on other sites. As shown in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20, a
void was observed above the existing pore due to the Fe-containing phases, while the
calcium phosphate phase (most likely apatite) on the left of this site was retained after
reaction. The Mg and Ca-containing phases reacted with the surrounding aluminosilicates and transformed into a slag silicate globule, while iron in the forms of sulphate
or sulphide was reduced to metallic iron dispersed in the void and sulphur was released
as vapour (Figure 6.20). As shown in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, a void was also
formed after reaction due to the Fe-containing phases while the tridymite on the right of
this site was retained. The Mg-containing phases also reacted with alumino-silicates and
transformed into a slag silicate globule. Microscopic spherules (< 1 μm) of metallic iron
attached on the surface of the slag globule were formed as a result of the reduction of
iron sulphate or sulphide (Figure 6.22). Slag silicate and iron spherules in the broken
small coke taken from a blast furnace have been reported by Kerkkonen [158] pointing
out that the main breakage abrasion has taken place below the cohesive zone while the
coke is being washed by metal spherules.
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Figure 6.19 BSE image of disseminated minerals on Site 5 of the unreacted coke.
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Figure 6.20 BSE image of disseminated minerals on Site 5 of the reacted coke.
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Figure 6.21 BSE image of disseminated minerals on Site 6 of the unreacted coke.
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Figure 6.22 BSE image of disseminated minerals on Site 6 of the reacted coke.
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6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the influence of gasification on coke microtexture and minerals were
studied using SEM/EDS by analyzing the same sites of coke surface before and after
reaction. Based on the results and discussion, the following conclusions are drawn:
(1) According to the SEM/EDS analyses on the same sites of coke surface before and
after gasification, most inert maceral-derived components (IMDC) reacted with CO2
more severely than reactive maceral-derived components (RMDC). After a portion
of carbon was removed from IMDC, the remaining unreactive alumino-silicates
became more pronounced. However, the reactivity of IMDC was found to be similar
to RMDC in some cases.
(2) The majority of the coke minerals in this study were found to be alumino-silicates.
The physical features of the alumino-silicates in the reacted coke were barely
changed in comparison with the unreacted coke. But the EDS mapping and point
analyses suggest the alkalization of the alumino-silicates (meta-kaolinite). K and Na
appeared to be mobile and bound with the alumino-silicates during the reaction.
(3) The Fe-containing phases were highly active and had strong interactions with the
carbon matrix. Voids were formed in the carbon matrix associated with the Fecontaining phases as a result of the catalytic carbon-gas reactions. Iron played a
major role in the reactions. The Mg and Ca-containing phases reacted with the
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surrounding alumino-silicates and transformed into slag globules. Metallic iron
dispersed in the voids or attached on the slag globules was formed as a result of the
reduction of iron sulphate or sulphide while sulphur was released as vapour.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Work

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, Chapter 4 presents the enhanced reaction kinetics of coke gasification due
to the presence of H2 in the gas mixture, and the mechanism of the enhancing effect of
H2 is clarified; Chapter 5 presents the gasification rates of five cokes in CO2-CO-N2 gas
mixtures with and without H2, and the correlations of coke reactivity with coke
properties are established; Chapter 6 presents the influence of gasification on coke
carbon textures (microtexture) and minerals, and the interactions between coke minerals
and carbon matrix are discussed.
The major conclusions of the thesis are summarized as follows:
(1) The results from coke gasification at different temperatures, particle sizes and CO2
contents show that the gasification rate of coke increased with increasing reaction
temperature, decreasing coke particle size and increasing CO2 content in the reactant
gases. The gasification reaction in the presence of H2 was faster than that without H2
at lower temperatures. As temperature increased, the effect of H2 diminished, and
became negligible at temperatures above 1573 K.
(2) The Arrhenius plots for coke gasification reactions in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2-CO-H2N2 gas mixtures show that the gasification reaction of coke transitioned from
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chemical reaction controlled regime to diffusion controlled regime at 1467 K for
gasification in CO2-CO-N2 while at 1364 K for that in CO2-CO-H2-N2, indicating
that diffusion became the controlling step at a lower temperature in the H2containing gas mixture. Besides, the addition of H2 into the system reduced the
apparent activation energy of the gasification reaction. The diffusion control of CO2
at higher temperatures was also demonstrated by the decreasing gasification rate
with increasing particles size and the reaction order approaching 1 as temperature
increased.
(3) The results from the gasification of different cokes show that the five cokes used in
the study exhibited different reactivities in the gasification reactions. The sequence
of their reactivities was: D > B ~ C > E > A. The gasification reaction in the
presence of H2 was faster than that without H2 at 1273 K for all the cokes. However,
the relative reactivity of these cokes was not changed. The enhancing effect of H2
was negligible at 1673 K for all the cokes, which is due to the diffusion resistance
that plays a major role at higher temperatures.
(4) The correlations of the initial gasification rate at 1273 K in CO2-CO-N2 and CO2CO-H2-N2 gas mixtures with the coke properties indicate that the coke reactivity
correlated well with ash content, catalytic index and crystallite size. The reactivity
was positively affected by catalytic index and inversely affected by ash content.
Crystallite size showed an inverse effect on coke reactivity. But the effect was
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relatively small in this study since it was overshadowed by the influence of ash
content and catalytic index at the initial stage of reaction. The effect of surface area
on coke reactivity was marginal, which is because the reaction did not take place
uniformly on the coke surface but preferentially occurred on the sites associated
with catalytic minerals.
(5) According to the SEM/EDS analyses on the same sites of coke surface before and
after gasification, most inert maceral-derived components (IMDC) showed a greater
propensity to react with CO2 than reactive maceral-derived components (RMDC).
After a portion of carbon was removed from IMDC, the remaining unreactive
alumino-silicates became more pronounced. However, the reactivity of IMDC was
found to be similar to RMDC in some cases.
(6) The majority of the coke minerals in this study were found to be alumino-silicates.
The physical features of the alumino-silicates in the reacted coke were barely
changed in comparison with the unreacted coke. But the EDS mapping and point
analyses suggest the alkalization of the alumino-silicates (meta-kaolinite). K and Na
appeared to be mobile and bound with the alumino-silicates during the reaction.
(7) The Fe-containing phases were highly active and had strong interactions with the
carbon matrix. Voids were formed in the carbon matrix associated with the Fecontaining phases as a result of the catalytic carbon-gas reactions. Iron played a
major role in the reactions. The Mg and Ca-containing phases reacted with the
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surrounding alumino-silicates and transformed into slag globules. Metallic iron
dispersed in the voids or attached on the slag globules was formed as a result of the
reduction of iron sulphate or sulphide while sulphur was released as vapour.

7.2 Recommendations

This project has systematically studied the reaction kinetics of coke gasification at
different temperatures, particle sizes and CO2 contents in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures with
and without H2. The coke reactivity has been correlated with coke properties. The
influence of gasification on coke microtexture and minerals has also been discussed.
The recommendations for further work are as follows:
(1) A mathematical modeling of coke gasification reaction in CO2-CO-N2 gas mixtures
with and without H2 would be helpful in further understanding the reaction process.
(2) Since the correlation of coke reactivity with its properties established in this study
has provided a useful guideline for the coke making industry, further research on
making coke with optimum properties, such as the development of a coal-blending
model [162], would be valuable for putting the findings from this study into
application.
(3) Although IMDC is shown to be more reactive to CO2 than RMDC in most cases in
this study, a reliable approach to quantitatively determine the proportions of IMDC
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and RMDC in coke textures can possibly be developed in the future microtextural
study. Based on this approach, the variation in the proportions of IMDC and RMDC
during the gasification reaction would be able to be calculated to determine the
microtextural change.
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